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This dissertation can be viewed as one that outlines a
theoretical argument and results in the development of a
working model of a management information system designed
on that, theoretical basis.
The organization is viewed as an open system.

As a

result of the interactions occurring across its boundaries
the organization is changed or modified in reaction to them
and,

in turn, changes or modifies elements within the en¬

vironment.

Drawing an analogy with the human body the or¬

ganization is looked at as attempting to "homeostaticaily"
adapt to its environment in a dynamic manner.
Information is analyzed as that which reduces alterna¬
tive choices-

Information is derived from data but,

eral, cannot be inferred automatically.
within the

context of a model;

arises information.

in gen¬

Data must be viewed

out of data within a context

A sub-set of the organizational adap¬

tive process is concerned with information.
Intelligence is looked at as an organizational function
concerned with the reconciliation of information into a co-

vi

herent whole or its definition of the alternative interpre¬
tations that can be reasonably inferred.
viewed as always purposeful.

Intelligence is

Additionally the data under

study must originate both internal to the organization and
internal to the environment.

Successful adaptation of the

organization involves the utilization of data from both
sources.
Strategic intelligence is that branch of intelligence
concerned with the long range, with the very goals and ob¬
jectives of the organization and with questions that affect
a significant part of the total effort of the organization.
It tends to take on a hierarchical aspect.
tion of a complex problem into simpler
manageable)

The decomposi¬

(and therefore more

sub-problems appears to be both natural and

effective.
Intelligence system pathologies can probably not be
completely eliminated.

Any system designed for strategic

intelligence purposes must take into account their omni¬
present threat and must attempt to minimize their effect.
The Delphi technique is a systematic method for so¬
liciting data difficult to quantify.

The structure of a

Delphi exercise involves anonymity which may reduce the
influence of some irrelevant variables.
A Hegelian or dialectical inquiry system is a philo¬
sophical approach that is appropriate to problems that are
ill-defined,

have opposing objectives,

and require human

experience or intuition.
It is in the

This system is a conflictual one.

clash of ideas that the assumptions behind

different positions will be exposed and subjected to rigor¬
ous challenge.

Out of this dialectic will arise a more in¬

formed analysis and interpretation of the data.
Strategic intelligence does not fit the traditional
mold of management science, which deals with well structured
problems.

Instead it closely fits the mold described as
i

appropriate for a Hegelian form of inquiry.
A computer based management information system de¬
signed as a tool for organizational strategic intelligence
applications is described.
design.

The MIS is based on a two tier

The fundamental building block is an interactive

Delphi based module designed within a dialectical context.
The MIS described consists of interconnection of the basic
modules into a hierarchical structure.

A particular struc¬

ture must be created for a particular application.

Results

from subordinate modules are made available to their imme¬
diately superior module.

Except for this information flow

capability all modules are designed so as to be independent
of all other modules.

It is suggested that systems of this

type may serve as a valuable adjunct to more traditional
management information systems.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation can be best described as one that out¬
lines a theoretical approach to a broad organizational prob¬
lem.

On the basis of this theoretical approach the design of

a working model of a management information system
presented.

(MIS)

is

This MIS model is offered as a tool for use by an

organization attempting to effectively cope with this problem.
Military history is replete with examples of the general
who through the application of his own genius overcame what
appeared to be insuperable odds.

In many cases it was

shrewd intuition or the dominance of the personality of the
commander that carried the day.
plex world

the

In an ever increasingly com¬

individually brilliant tactician may still

win battles; but strategic victories tend to be the result
more of scientific management, the performance of a general
staff and the consideration of factors not traditionally con¬
sidered military in nature.
Organizations of many kinds today find themselves in a
world analagous to that described above.

Although intuition,

personality and business "hunches" may still contribute to
individual short range success organizational health in the
long run now requires a considerably more sophisticated ap¬
proach.

2

The organization, whether business, political, philan¬
thropic or one of the many other types,
rounded by change.

finds itself sur¬

It must be clear to even a casual observ¬

er that this change involves that which ranges from the tri¬
vial to the very values upon which a society rests.
change is ubiquitous.

This

As society is gaining in complexity

change appears to be growing both in kind and in rate.
External to the organization factors critical to its
health and even to its very survival change slowly or rapid¬
ly.

These changes may occur in the

area of goodwill or reputation.

intangible but critical

Generally such factors tend

to change slowly although a relatively sudden shift may
occur.

Such changes may be difficult to reverse.

Technology expands and sometimes spurts forward as the
result of a "breakthrough".

It cannot be denied that the

introduction of the automobile at the beginning of this cen¬
tury has had staggering repercussions throughout society.
Computers have created new industries and eliminated old ones.
The transistor and the newer integrated circuit are still
making their impact felt in many areas.
The law changes and interpretations of the law change
with time.

Anti-trust action may be vigorous or moderate.

The current interest in the environment and in consumerism
has triggered new legislation which has had wide ranging
effects.

3

"Acts of

God" may affect an organization either direct¬

ly or indirectly

(e.g.

the business organization may find its

sources of supplies or its customer outlets disrupted).
relative position of competitors improves or slips.
come and go;

tastes change.

of geographic areas occur.

The

Fads

Population shifts into and out
Leisure time has increased and

with it spurred entirely new organizations into being.
Economics clearly has a profound influence on organiza¬
tional activity.

Gross national product

(GNP)

influences

and is a rejection of employment patterns, disposable income,
savings,
ent ways.

etc. which affect different organizations in differ¬
There is also a clear influence on the passage of

new laws or the modification of existing ones.
tarriffs and

Taxation,

import quotas are only three exmples of this

feedback.
Changes occur also within the organization.
enter and leave the organization.

The mix of skills changes.

With new personnel come new attitudes,
experience,, interests,
ganization and the

etc.

Personnel

beliefs,

knowledge,

The formal structure of the or¬

ever present informal relationships un¬

dergo modification.

New technology is implemented and old

technology is obsoleted.
The problem facing the organization is, however,
pounded.

First,

com¬

there is uncertainty as to which variables

are significant to the organization.

It may be clear that

some variables have been significant to the organization his-

4

torically.

Some of these will become insignificant while

new variables will become all important.

History provides

innumerable examples of the devastating effect of the unex¬
pected.

Second,

there is uncertainty as to the values of

the variables that are considered relevant.
ty may arise in the collection of data
sample truly been collected?),
g.

(e.g.

This uncertain¬
Has a random

in the measurement itself

Does this measure what it is thought to measure?)

cause the variables are difficult
quantify or to operationalize.

(if not impossible)

(e.

or be¬
to

Additionally projection of

the values of variables into the future is fraught with un¬
certainty by its nature.
The

organization must try to understand what changes

occurring both internal to and external to itself are of
significance.

It must try to adapt to them successfully if

it is to thrive.

This adaptation involves the collection of

information originating both within and without the organi¬
zation.
The reconciliation of that information needed for the
successful adaptation of the
izational intelligence.

organization is called organ¬

When concerned with the long range,

with the goals and objectives of the organization,

or with

functions vital to the organization's health it is termed
organizational strategic intelligence.

5

OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION

Chapter II will look at the organization in terms of
systems theory.

Some of the basic terms will be defined.

Such important concepts as open system and information will
be emphasized.

The idea of hierarchy in both a structural

and a capability sense will be introduced.

The organization

will then be viewed as an open system acting upon and being
acted upon by its environment.

Drawing an analogy the or¬

ganization will be looked upon as attempting to homeostatically adapt to its environment.
looked at as dynamic,

i.e.

This adaptation will be

not just striving to achieve equi

librium but possibly striving to change in some more favor¬
able direction.

Organizational functions of learning and

goal changing will be viewed and the idea of organizational
, pathology will be discussed.
Chapter III will then review a sub-set of the interac¬
tions across the organizational boundary.
information.
from data.

This sub-set is

Information will be viewed as being inferred
Data per se will be considered an inchoate mass.

The application of a model to the data will be presented as
the means of producing information.

Intelligence will then

be seen as the reconciliation of information into a coherent
whole.

In short the interrelationship between data, model,

information and intelligence will be examined.

Strategic

intelligence as a particular form of intelligence for the or
ganization will be introduced.

In general it will be shown

6

•that the organizational strategic intelligence function will
take on a hierarchical structure as a means of coping with
complexity.

The danger of intelligence system pathologies

will also be considered.
Chapter XV will introduce the Delphi technique.

Delphi

will be shewn to be a systematic method of collecting and in¬
terpreting data difficult to quantify through iterative feed¬
back.

It will be argued that a Hegelian,

i.e.

a dialectical,

philosophical approach within a Delphi framework is a logical
tool for an organizational strategic intelligence application.
3ecause of the ill-structured nature and the policy consider¬
ations implied in an organizational strategic intelligence
question it will be shown that traditional management science
techniques are not applicable.
Chapter V will present a working model of a management
information system that has been designed for an organiza¬
tional strategic intelligence application.

It will be argued

that such an MIS must be flexibly structured.

The working

model described will be shown to be capable of flexible in¬
terconnections of

Delphi based modules.

Each module will

be capable of autonomous operation but when placed within a
hierarchical structure in the MIS will allow information flow
to its immediately superior module.

Thus the MIS will be

described first at the system level and second at the module
level.
Chapter VI will present a final summary of the argument

7

built up and

presented within the dissertation.

Additional¬

ly it will attempt to outline some areas for further re¬
search.

It will be shown that these areas may require sig¬

nificant groundwork before results can be drawn.

It will be

shown also that they may offer very significant potential in¬
crease in the power and the sophistication available to the
user of an MIS of the

type described.

CHAPTER

II

THE ORGANIZATION AS SYSTEM

OVERVIEW

This chapter will attempt to draw a reasonably coherent
picture
of
ry.

(although,

necessarily limited)

of the current state

systems thinking and its application to organization theo¬
Necessarily,

only those aspects of

systems

thinking that

have been or may be utilized in organization theory will be
viewed.

This does not imply,

of course,

that any concepts,

that have been ignored for the purposes of this

study,

may

not in their own right possess a high level of insight or
have potential for practical applications
fields of knowledge.
subjective

in some or many

Their omission only implies that a

judgement has been made that they will not illumi¬

nate our study of organizations

interacting with their en¬

vironments .
The area of system theory is a broad one.
in two senses:

first,

it is

interdisciplinary and appears

to be continuing to expand across
boundaries of

academic

systems terminology has

It is broad

the

specialties;

somewhat artificial

and second,

the use of

involved a continuum of definitions

ranging from the very rigorously specialized to the very
shallow and all-encompassing.
The first aspect,

i.e.

the

interdisciplinary,

a potential both for discovering new insights

contains

in established

9

disciplines and for drawing false or meaningless conclusions
from the creation of inappropriate analogues.
A model is a finite representation of a physical reality,
which possesses an infinite amount of information.
sity of abstracting a finite

(and manageable)

The neces¬

number of vari¬

ables from this infinite collection always requires a judge¬
ment as to which variables are relevant for the model builder's
purposes.
ality.

Thus, a model is always a constrained view of re¬

Applying a model built as a representation of one view

of a phenomenon to another

phenomenon carries risk - risk

that some of the variables used are not relevant
some that are relevant are not included)

(or that

in describing this

new phenomenon, or that the model builder's purposes in de¬
scribing the

original phenomenon are not meaningful in de¬

scribing the second phenomenon.
The

systems viewpoint has been primarily formulated and

advanced in the study of thermodynamics and later in the
study of biology.
twenty years,
areas.

Recently,

i.e. within the last fifteen to

systems concepts have been extended to other

One of these areas now being affected is organization

theory.
The second aspect,

i.e.

the use of systems terminology,

is perhaps the more abused and, yet,
factor.

Obviously,

the more easily corrected

the broader the interpretation of systems

(and systems is broad by definition)

used the broader the re¬

sults when applied to the considerable body of knowledge al-

10

ready existing in organization theory.

The use of concepts,

however, that deal in vague generalities will culminate in
only the most nebulous results.
concrete,

though,

As the concepts become more

it becomes more urgent that they not be

"force fitted" to new phenomena.
As Buckley,
would argue,
ness.

12
3
Simon,
Friedman

(implicitly)

the ultimate test of a model is in its useful¬

Of course, different models may be equally useful but

differ in the efficiency with which resources
etc.)

and others

are employed.

(time,

effort,

Two models may also differ in the de¬

gree of insight or understanding provided to the user.
Since all models are simplifications the range over which a
model is useful or the degree of flexibility or possible up¬
dating of the

model may make one model superior to another.

Usefulness cannot be judged in isolation.

Nevertheless,

a

systems theory view of organizations has proven to be not
only useful but a source of insight for the design of manage¬
ment information systems.

SYSTEMS

The concept of system is a general but a powerful one.
Hall and Fagen

4

say:

“A system is a set of objects together with rela¬
tionships between the objects and between their at¬
tributes .... The decision as to which relationships
are important and which trivial is up to the person
dealing with the
problem, i.e. the question of
triviality turns out to be relative to one's interest."

11

and Faires,

writing in a thermodynamics context,

indicates

that:
"A system is that portion of the universe, an
atom or a galaxy, or some certain quantity of matter,
which we specifically wish to study.
It is a region
enclosed by specified boundaries or by imaginary but
definite mental boundaries."
g
Ludwig von Bertalanffy,
considered the father of Gen¬
i

eral System Theory,

says that a system is simply a "complex

of interacting elements" and Beer

7

points out that a system

is not something that is natural but it is a human invention.
Thus we can conclude that a system is a collection of
elements involving relationships between certain attributes
of these elements.

The relationships involved are those

which tie the system together.
between interdependent parts.

They are the associations
Which relationships are rele¬

vant depend on the problem at hand.

Implicit in the defini¬

tion is the assumption that it can be determined for any
given element whether or not that element is a member of the
given collection and, therefore, whether or not it is a part
of the system.

In other words,

around the system;

a boundary may be drawn

this boundary will enclose those elements

which are a part of the system and exclude those which are
not a part.
Open and closed systems.

The next differentiation that

must be made is that between open systems and closed systems.

g
Bertalanffy

says:

12

"A system is closed if no material enters or leaves
it; it is open if there is import and export and,
therefore, change of the components.... Living systems
are open systems maintaining themselves in exchange of
materials with environment, and in continuous building
up and breaking down of their components."
and Ackermann,

9

employing a more general definition,

points

i

out:
"A closed system is by definition a system subject
to the influence of no forces, bodies, or whatever
outside the system....In theory, a completely closed
system must be isolated thermally, gravitationally,
electrodynamically, and so on from every other system.
In practice, clearly, there are no completely closed
systems...."
Bertalanffy,^ in a most succinct manner,

says that

closed systems are those isolated from their environments.
He clearly implies in this that open systems are those not
isolated from their environment.
Since the boundary between a system and its environment
is defined in terms of its utility to the scientist,

a system

may be considered closed with respect to the relationships
between the attributes of some elements of the system and its
environment and open with respect to others.

For example,

a

theoretical system might be closed with respect to material
of all kinds but open with respect to information.

(Informa¬

tion is here meant in the sense of Shannon and Weaver.11)
The

concept of open system is not a triviality.

though it is true,

as Ackermann suggests above,

Al¬

that systems

may be closed in only very limited senses to their environ¬
ment the degree to which such systems are open can be criti¬
cal.

(Clearly the total physical universe forming a com-

13

pletely closed system is

a limiting and a trivial case.)

Adaptation to the environment.
that

"The ability of

Cannon

12

in

1939

stated

living beings to maintain their own

constancy has

long impressed biologists."

Quoting

physiologist,

Charles Richet writing in 1900,

the French

Cannon

13

adds:

"The living being is stable....It must be so in
order not to be destroyed, dissolved or disintigrated by the colossal forces, often adverse, which
surround it.
By an apparent contradiction it main¬
tains its stability only if it is excitable and
capable of modifying itself according to external
stimuli and adjusting its response to the stimula¬
tion.
In a sense it is stable because it is modifi¬
able - the slight instability is the necessary con¬
dition for the true stability of the organism."
Cannon

14

then contributed a new term to the language:

"The coordinated physiological processes which
maintain most of the steady states in the organism
are so complex and so peculiar to living beings...
that I have suggested a special designation for
these states, homeostasis."
The concept of homeostasis of an organism has been con¬
siderably extended.

Hall^

says:

respect to certain of its variables
to remain within defined limits."
of this concept should be evident.
is not necessarily

"locked"

"A system is

stable with

if these variables tend
The more dynamic nature
The

system,

in a sense,

into a stable point or points but

may seek to maintain itself within limits.

Hall1^

elaborates

this point:
"Many natural systems, especially living ones,
show a quality usually called adaptation.
That is,
they possess the ability to react to their environ¬
ments in a way that is favorable, in some sense, to
the continued operation of the systems.... evolution¬
ary theory is based heavily on the notion of adapta¬
tion to the environment."

14

Hall includes both living and non-living systems in his
description of this adaptation to the environment.

Indeed,

many electrical and/or mechanical devices have been built
utilizing this principle.

Cybernetics, or the science of

control and communication, involves the utilization of feed¬
back from a system's environment to reduce an "error" or, in
other words, to seek an objective.
Bigelow,

17

Rosenblueth, Wiener, and

as original cyberneticians, divide active behavior

into purposeless and purposeful.

Purposeless behavior is

random, whereas purposeful appears to be directed to a goal.
Rosenblueth and Wiener

18

say elsewhere:

"....we wish to stress that in some modes of be¬
havior an acting object is closely coupled to cer¬
tain features or objects in its environment.
The
analysis of the behavior is then quite incomplete
if the object is considered in isolation, for it
is only a part of a larger system."
Emerson^ suggests:
"....in part homeostasis can be interpreted as
controlling optimal competition.
In other words
competitive systems themselves are regulated in the
direction of more optimal conditions of competition,
because if competition is too weak, homeostasis, and
therefore survival, is threatened.
If competition
is too strong, certain destructive events also
happen.
Consequently competition is not necessarily
bad, nor is it necessarily all good; there is an op¬
timal level of competition that has survival value."
Whitehead

20

summarizes this idea by saying:

"The essence of life is the teleological intro¬
duction of novelty, with some conformation of ob¬
jectives.
Thus novelty of circumstances is met with
novelty of functioning adapted to steadiness of pur¬
pose. "

15

As an aside this idea of an optimal level of competition
bears a remarkable resemblance to Toynbee's
rise and fall of civilizations.

21

theory of the

To Toynbee a civilization

must have a challenge to respond to and to overcome.

If the

challenge is too weak, response will be weak and the society
will weaken and either stagnate or perish;

if the challenge

is too strong, the society will be overwhelmed and fall.
All of these thoughts imply open systems - to adapt to
an environment a system must be affected by the environment.
By definition this is an open system.
Ackermann

22

adds a word of caution, however:

"Successful adaptation to the environment is a
property we can notice only over a sufficiently
great period of time, and it is a process which
we see most clearly by examination of gross fea¬
tures. "
Entropy.

There are additional differences between open

and closed systems.

The second law of thermodynamics, some¬

times referred to as the law of degradation of energy, applies
only to closed systems.
number of different ways.

The second law has been stated in a
Faires

23

says:

processes result in a more probable state."

"All spontaneous
Bertalanffy

24

says:
".-..the general course of physical events (in
closed systems) is toward increasing entropy, level¬
ing down of differences and states of maximum dis¬
order.
In open systems, however, with transfer of
matter import of 'negative entropy' is possible.
Hence, such systems can maintain themselves at a
high level, and even evolve toward an increase of
order and complexity - as is indeed one of the most
important characteristics of life processes."

16

and in paraphrasing the second law,

Bertalanffy

25

says that

"entropy must increase in all irreversible processes.

There¬

fore the change in entropy in a closed system must always be
positive."

And, perhaps, more powerfully,

Bertalanffy

26

again says:
"Thermodynamics expressly declares that its laws
only apply to closed systems.
In particular, the
second principle of thermodynamics states that in a
closed system, a certain quantity, called entropy,
must increase to a maximum, and eventually the process
comes to a stop at a state of equilibrium."
What is entropy?

Again Bertalanffy

entropy is a measure of probability,

27

speaking:

and so a closed system

temds to be a state of most probable distribution."
short,

it has achieved the

"....

In

"least common denominator" or has

approached randomness.
In contrast to the closed system,
offset this inevitability.
tive entropy.
is simply

Thus,

law as it is often called)

materials,

It does this by importing nega¬

One non-physical example of negative entropy

information.

an import of

the open system can

the second law

is defeated in the open system by

whatever the system requires

information,

(men, machines,

etc.).

To summarize Bertalanffy
in open systems.

(or the dismal

28

says:

"Entropy may decrease

Therefore such systems may spontaneously

develop toward states of greater heterogeneity and complexi¬
ty. "
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Equifinality.

Another important attribute of open sys-

terns is equifinality.

Bertalanffy

29

explains about open

systems:
"•...the final state may be reached from differ¬
ent initial conditions and in different ways.
Such
behavior we call equifinal....Analysis shows that
closed systems cannot behave equifinally."
Thus,

the closed system progresses inevitably to a

state of maximum entropy

(minimum information)

while the open

system may progress via different paths to a state of less
than maximum entropy;

and this final state may be independent

of the paths taken by the system.
Bertalanffy”^ expands this idea in the following excerpt:
"....an open system will attain a steady state in
which its composition remains constant, but in con¬
trast to conventional equilibria, this constancy is
maintained in a continuous exchange and flow of com¬
ponent material.... the open system may attain a
time-independent state independent of initial condi¬
tions and determined only by the system parameters."
Information theory.
most appropriate.
been made to

At this point a divergence may be

On two occassions above reference has

'information'.

As Raisbeck

31

points out:

"When a new technical concept is named with a
common word, the word acquires a new meaning.
It
is impossible to use the word in a technical con¬
text until that new meaning has been defined....
There is no reason to expect anyone to know what
the word information means to an information
theorist
unless he has been told."
Let us consider the often used "black box".
tents of the box are, as usual,

The con¬

inaccessible to us.

An ex¬

periment is being carried on inside that box and its results

18

will be reported to the outside world via n light bulbs on
the box's exterior.

Let us further assume that there are n

equally likely outcomes possible from this experiment.
Figure 2-1 illustrates this.
Now let us assume a different "black box" - this one
contains

two independent experiments.

The results of the

first experiment may be one of n^ equally likely outcomes
and the results of the second experiment may be one of n^
equally likely outcomes.

The results of the two experiments

taken together may be one of n = nj*n2 possible equally
likely outcomes.
There are,
formation:
ation

(1)

Figure 2-2 illustrates this.
at least,

two desireable properties

it should be positive,

(in a mathematical sense)

should be additive,

i.e.

i.e.

negative inform¬

is disallowed and

in Figure 2-2 if f(n)

of information and is a function of n,

for in¬

(2)

it

is a measure

then f(n)=f(n^)+f(n^)•

There are a number of relationships which satisfy these re¬
quirements.

Since Shannon's pioneering work this relation¬

ship has been standardized as f(n)
ally,

= c log n and,

specific¬

for the case of n equally likely outcomes f(n)

Information,

as defined here,

= log^n.

is frequently denoted as H and

is expressed in bits.
To illustrate this idea:

Will the sun rise tomorrow?

There is only one possible outcome - yes;
and H = log2l = 0 bits of information.

therefore,

n = 1

Thus the answer to

this question provides no information - the outcome is a
certainty.
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Experiment 1
(Information
Source)

Figure 2-1

n equally likely outcomes
•

-

Information Source
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Experiment 1

Experiment 2

Figure 2-2
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.
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.
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n equally likely outcomes

Two Independent Information Sources
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Now suppose the possible outcomes are not equally like¬
ly.

Thus, the observer only asks if the outcome is in n^ or

n2 where

^ n2-

Figure 2-3 illustrates this.

The outcomes, then have probabilities:
t
n.

n.
and

Pi =

The information asso-

p2 =

nl+n2
nl+n2
ciated with one message can be shown to be:

2
H =
£
i=l

log2pi
n

subject to

1

when n outcomes are equally probable:
Pi = 1/n
n
H =
£
- 1/n log9
i=l
z

(1/n)

= log9 n
z

It can be shown that maximum information is obtained
when each outcome is equally probable

(e.g. maximize the

general definition of H using Lagrangian multipliers).
There is an unexpected conclusion that necessarily follows from this work.

As Ashby

32

says:

"The information con¬

veyed is not an intrinsic property of the individual mes¬
sage."

It is only a property of the probabilities of the

outcomes.
Systems hierarchy.

A hierarchy of systems is an idea

that, though critical to either the analysis of an existing
system or to the design of a new system, is not discussed in

✓

Figure 2-3 - Information Source with Unequally
Probable Outcomes
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the literature to a very great extent.

This may be due to a

simple assumption that all systems involving the human ele¬
ment are of the most sophisticated type.

It may be easier

and even useful, at times, to so simplify.

It must be kept

in mind, however, that gains in one area are usually paid
for by costs in another.

So, by definition, simplification

involves the giving up of some facts.
Another danger exists in categorization.

Any systems

hierarchy is meant to be descriptive of reality.

Categori¬

zation tends to result in seeing "hard and fast" breaks be¬
tween systems levels when, in fact, a continuum exists.
Nevertheless, valuable insights may be gained by looking at
systems as a hierarchy.
Boulding,

33

for example, suggests a "system of systems"

involving nine levels.

bitterer

34

has taken the Boulding

hierarchy and modified it into a more generally useful tool
for the study of organizations.

In his hierarchy there are

four levels:

Hare,

(1)

the level of frameworks,

C2)

the level of clockworks,

(3)

the level of closed systems,

(4)

the level of open systems.

35

in looking at systems, suggests five levels:

(1)

the simple machine or transformation,

(2)

the simple machine with feedback,

(3)

the system with conditional selection of
plans and predictive behavior.
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(4)

the system that learns,

(5)

the goal changing system.

Deutsch,

36

although less explicit, appears to parallel

Hare to a considerable extent.

Clearly the hierarchical

level of a system may determine whether a particular opera¬
tion of the system is pathological or normal.

For example,

using Hare's terminology, the simple transforming system
that "tracks" is pathological whereas it is the distinguish¬
ing characteristic of the simple system with feedback and
is normal in all higher levels of systems.
Another aspect of systems hierarchy has to do not with
systems capabilities as above, but with structural concepts.
Simon,

37

for example, points out that more complex systems

will generally evolve from simpler systems through stable
v intermediately complex forms.
He illustrates this point with his new classic example
of the watchmakers Tempus and Hora and concludes:
"One path to the construction of a nontrivial
theory of complex systems is by way of a theory of
hierarchy....We could expect complex systems to be
hierarchies in a world in which complexity had to
evolve from simplicity.
In their dynamics, hier¬
archies have a property, near decomposability, that
greatly simplifies their behavior.
Near decomposability also simplifies the description of a complex
system."
Thus, Simon argues that the concept of structural hier¬
archy is valuable not only because it appears to reflect re¬
ality but also that it is useful to the investigator.
A completely decomposable system is probably only a

25

theoretical concept, i.e. such a system would really be a
set of independent systems.
decomposability

In terms of interactions near

(a relative term)

implies that the interac¬

tions within a sub-system are "stronger" than those between
sub-systems..

In a hierarchical system sub-systems can be

created on the basis of near decomposability; in turn these
sub-systems may be further decomposed on the same basis,
etc.

In the short run behavior of sub-systems within a near¬

ly decomposable system will be approximately independent of
each other..
Whyte, Wilson, and Wilson,

38

reporting on an interdisci¬

plinary symposium on "Hierarchical Structure in Nature and
Artifact," clearly show its ubiquity.
head

39

Alfred North White-

emphasizes this very point as follows:

"The universe achieves its values by reason of
its coordination into societies of societies, and
in societies of societies of societies."

Organizations as Systems

In the preceding section an introduction to systems
concepts and terminology was provided.
general field of systems was taken.

A broad view of the

This section will at¬

tempt to tie these systems viewpoints and analogs of reality
specifically into the area of organization theory.

It will

attempt to look at organizations as systems and, from this
perspective, see what insights have been gained and what
conclusions have been drawn.

2C

A point made in the Overview should be reiterate;
Ashby

40

has pointed out that all models of reality

complete description.
any part of it)

His argument is that since reality

'or

possesses an infinite amount of inferratic:

then any representation
therefore incomplete.
sion.

x 4
✓#

(i.e. model)

of it must re finite: etc

It must, by definition,

This idea is not new.

Plato*s Seventh Epistle,

"sin*

by mis¬

Whitehead,^ in discussing

says:

"The moral of his writings is that all points of
view, reasonably coherent and in sene sense with an
application, have something to contribute to cur un¬
derstanding of the universe, and also involve emis¬
sions whereby they fail to include the totality cf
evident fact."
It is argued that an open systems view of organizetiers
is a useful one for the design of the subject management in¬
formation system.
Arrow^^ emphasizes the importance of organization as
follows:
"Among man's innovations the use of organization
to accomplish his end is among both his greatest
and his earliest.... If we had no other evidence, we
would know that complex organizations were necessary
to the accomplishment of great construction tasks planned cities like Kara or Kyoto, or monuments like
Pyramids....For less material ends we know cf organ¬
izations of
the Inca empire of Peru where a complex
and far-flung state was administered in a highly sys¬
tematic manner with a technology so poor as tc in¬
clude neither writing nor the wheel."
Classical organization theory was fathered in the let
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries by names like Xax
Weber and Frederick W.

Taylor.

It was conceived with a

rather static view of the organization, although it ellove«
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for growth.

The important concepts of structure and special¬

ization were formulated within this school.
Neoclassical organization theory involved the introduc¬
tion of the behavioral sciences and attempted to integrate
them into

the classical framework.

Modern organization theory is the name given to the most
recent branch.

Scott

43

argues that modern organization theo¬

ry and general systems theory are similar and have much to
offer each other.

The limitations of the classical and neo-

classical models are obvious.

For example,

Rice

44

points

out that for the most part they are based on closed systems.
Katz and Kahn

45

say that such closed system thinking re¬

sults in "surprises" from the environment.
It should not be thought, however,

that the introduction

of a general systems approach has been universally acclaimed.
Littrell

46

doubts the usefulness of such theories.

He at¬

tributes this to a tendency to overeagerness of explanation
and a questionable sense of unity.
Perhaps an intermediate view is presented by Longenecker

47

who indicates that the systems viewpoint may be

both a new and useful concept and a matter of semantics at
the same time.
Scott

48

warns of the danger from poorly founded analo¬

gies and illustrates it by saying that superficial similar¬
ities between ant and human societies are not particularly
instructive.

Littrell

49

emphasizes that the ultimate test
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of any model is grounded in reality:
"Theoretical models are never constructed in the
sense that a scale model of an airplane might be
constructed.
Rather, they are described by one's
language; they seek to construct secondary systems
of thought by which original sets of facts may be
examined.'
Blegen~^ counters Scott with the argument that the systems
approach looks upon analogies as suggestive only.

Studies

of biological systems may in fact suggest questions to be
asked of human organizations.
systems

theory,

As the "father" of general

Bertalanffy's writings are permeated with

similar thoughts warning against the misuse of system con¬
cepts .
As an aside. Gross

51

illustrates the application of

systems in a very generalized manner - so general,

it would

appear not very useful to the organizational theory research' er.
It is not the purpose of this chapter to attempt to re¬
view the definitions in the literature of organization or to
outline criteria to determine if a group is organized to any
given degree.
self.

This would call for a complete study in it¬

On the contrary,

systems theory says that a precise

definition of organizational boundaries is
since it is in interactions
aries)

less important,

(whether within or across bound¬

that we must seek understanding of the organization

as a system.

Ackoff,

systems thinking,

52

ttho clearly has been influenced by

suggests a general concept of organization.
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Littrell,

53

though a doubter of systems theory,

not incompatible with it when he says:

is clearly

"The structure of

the organization in question is the pattern of interactions
which persist."

Katz and Kahn

54

speak of an organization

in terms of an energic input-output system between the or¬
ganization and its environment.
In summary, a quote from Rapoport and Horvath

55

seems

appropriate:
"In totality, then, we have today a variety of
approaches to the study
of organization (as an
abstract principle) and a variety of approaches
to the study of organizations (i.e., human aggre¬
gates with certain specified relations of inter¬
dependence among the members).... Occasionally, a
connecting path will be discerned along which
ideas can trickle from one stream to the other."
Interaction with the

environment.

can be looked upon as a system.

The organization

The classical organiza¬

tional theorist effectively looked upon this system as
closed.

This terminology was, of course, not employed;

but the critical variables under study were internal to
the organization itself.

The systems theorist has not

denied the importance of variables internal to the organ¬
ization but has simply pointed out their incompleteness.
The organization is viewed as an open system and,
fore, by definition affected by its environment.

there¬

29a

Reinermann

points out the sometimes overwhelming

effect of the environment on an organization with a quote
from sixty years ago during a meeting of the American Asso¬
ciation of Horsedrawn Carriages in New York.

The subject

was the possible effect of the then new automobile on
horsedrawn carriages.
"Who forecasts a reduction in the number of
cars is a fool.
Who denies the advantages of a
car and its many uses is even a greater fool.
And who forecasts the complete disappearance of
horse and carriage is the greatest of all fools."
Roberts

57

emphasizes this idea when he says:

"The key to effective control often lies out¬
side the boundaries of conventional operational
control systems; in fact, it is sometimes out¬
side the formal boundaries of the company organ¬
ization. "
What he is saying is that the environment of the organization must, be taken into account.
the same idea more bluntly:
cial or biological,

Cadwallader

58

presents

"An open system, whether so¬

in a changing environment either

changes or perishes."
Rice

59

introduces the practical aspect of this idea

when he points out that business success is largely de¬
termined by organizational ability to control the interac-
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tions across its boundaries.

Katz and Kahn,^ discussing when

social systems are regarded as closed rather than open,

say:

"The major misconception is the failure to recognize
fully that the organization is continually dependent
upon inputs from the environment and that the inflow
of materials and human energy is not a constant."
What is inherent in these ideas is that the organization
does not have complete control of its own destiny.
constrained by the environment,
thrive

It is

if it wishes to continue to

(or even to continue to exist).

Thompson and McEwen^

make this same point:
"A continuing situation of necessary interaction
between an organization and its environment intro¬
duces an element of environmental control into the
organization."
Galbraith

62

suggests that the function of the "technostruc¬

ture " is to maintain independence from external interference.
Thompson and McEwen

63

stress that this idea of indepen¬

dence of or control over the environment is not dichotomous,
i.e.

this control is really a gradation,

and that few organ¬

izations approach either total control over or total control
by the environment.
McWhinney,

in discussing Haire's0

work,

says that

Haire drew analogies between organizations and bodily and
growth patterns found in biology.

He also drew a parallel

between the relation between the surface area and the en¬
closed volume of a solid and measures of the surface and the
interior of an organization.
contrary, however.

There has been evidence to the

Levy and Donhow^ and Draper and Strother^

31

conclude that Haire is in error.
Thus,

interaction between the organization and its en¬

vironment is a fact of life.

It is only the degrees of in¬

teraction and the specific subsystems within both the organ¬
ization and the environment that is variable.
organization the same after interaction?
ment remain unchanged?
swered in the negative.
Thompson

68

But,

is the

Does the environ¬

In general the question must be an¬
Changes in both may and do occur.

hints at this in the following in his use of

the word "adjustment":
"The crucial problem for boundary spanning units
of an organization, therefore, is not coordination
(of variables under control) but adjustment to con¬
straints and contingencies not controlled by the
organization."
Miller

69

makes

a more general comment by pointing out that

any exchange across a boundary results in alteration or
change.

But the interaction may result in even more sig¬

nificant changes than that of behavior alteration and adjust
ment.

Inputs

Thompson,

70

from the environment change and,

"for a given organization,

according to

the nature of environ

mental constraints may change over time."

Katz and Kahn

71

say:

-

"The very efforts of the organization to maintain
a constant external environment produce changes in
organizational structure.
The reaction to changed
inputs to mute their possible revolutionary implica¬
tions also results in changes."

and Morris

72

in discussing Chandler

73

argues that changing

environments result in changing strategy which results in
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changes in organizational structure.

A

March and Simon7

say

that specialization will be carried furthest in organizations
with stable environments.
Changes within the organization,

induced by interaction

with the environment, will in turn induce additional changes
within the organization.

For example.

Chappie

75

indicates

that the cultural and structural patterns of the organization
set up constraints on what interactions will take place.
turn,

In

these changes may induce changes in the environment.

Thus the organization receives

feedback from the environment

over many channels and the environment can also receive feed¬
back

(to a greater or lesser degree)
Thompson

76

from the organization.

goes on to say:

"When the range of task-environment variations
is large or unpredictable, the responsible organi¬
zation component must achieve the necessary adap¬
tation by monitoring that environment and planning
responses, and this calls for localized units."
He divides the organization into core and periphery units.
The core will contain the technology upon which the organi¬
zation's functioning depends.

Under "norms of rationality"

the organization seeks to seal off its core from the environ¬
ment,

i.e.

system.

to transform the core into a relatively closed

The periphery,

then,

interacts with the environment

and buffers the core.
McFeely

77

very concisely says in discussing the business

form of organization:
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"In a business environment in which dynamics,
change, and results are trigger terms, organization
becomes a strategy - rather than a structure - to
accomplish goals.
Managing change is the goal....
organization is a system of response."
Interaction between sub-units of an organization is also
affected by the hierarchical structure.

For example,

locat¬

ing sub-units that are closely related near to each other in
the structure will reduce the interactions.

Coordination

between sub-units can also be reduced by the introduction of
"decoupling"

devices,

e.g.

the establishment of ranges or

thresholds on interface variables,
of slack, buffers,

the deliberate maintenance

etc.

This study has so far talked of the interactions between
organization and environment and of the interactions within
the organization resulting from environmental influences.
Emery and Trist

78

say that this is inadequate.

They would

add to the above interactions within the environment.

Vari¬

ous parts of the environment are related to other parts changes in one part may eventually through a chain totally
within the environment induce an interaction across the or¬
ganizational boundary.

These authors use the term "turbulent"

to describe an environment in which continuous interaction
under uncertainty is occurring between the organization and
its environment while the organization is striving to maintain a steady state.

Terreberry

79

says:

"Turbulence is

characterized by complexity as well as rapidity of change in
causal interconnections in the environment."

And Lynton

80
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states:

"The spontaneous response to a turbulent environment

is to reduce the turbulence."

Terreberry

81

goes on to say:

"Organizational change is largely externally induced."
Ackoff

82

brings us full circle with his comment:

And

"....a

homeostatic system is one that retains its state in a chang¬
ing environment by internal adjustments."
In summary,

an organization is an open system - being

acted upon and acting on its environment.

These interactions

are compounded by interactions internal to the organization
and by others internal to the environment.

The organization

attempts to maintain a steady state and homeostatically
adapts to incoming perturbations from the environment.
adaptation may result in structural change
ing new specialization)
ization,

(possibly,

within the organization.

This
includ¬

The organ¬

in turn, may seek to favorably modify the inputs

from the environment either through buffering or by inducing
changes in the environment itself.
Learning and higher functions.

Blegen

83

discusses the

idea that open systems may move toward increased order and
organization.
systems.)

(This is, of course,

impossible in closed

He sketches this in terms of information theory:

"Entropy as well as information may be defined
in mathematical relations as the logarithm of the
possible events or states of the system.... entropy
may be seen as a measure of disorder.
Consequently,
negative entropy may be seen as a measure of order
or degree of organization.
A quantitative measure
of information may further be defined by the cor¬
responding increase in negative entropy.
(Informa¬
tion represents a negative contribution to entropy;
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that is, a new information brought into a system
is increasing the negative entropy of the system.)
There is here a parallel between information
theory and the theory of open systems, since such
systems can reach states of higher order and or¬
ganization (show negative entropy)."
Ackoff^^ says:
t

"....adaptiveness is the ability of a system to
modify itself or its environment when either has
changed to the system's disadvantage so as to re¬
gain at least some of its lost efficiency."
The system may change internally in pursuit of its goals,
but there is a danger here.

Thus,

Katz and Kahn

85

warn:

"Moves toward tighter integration and coor¬
dination are made to insure stability, when flex¬
ibility may be the most important requirement."
The system adapts to its environment but it can also,
in a sense,

adapt to its adaptations,

i.e.

it can learn.

A

system responds in some manner to a stimulus; with experi¬
ence its response to that same stimulus changes.
change results in a response that is

"better" in some sense

(e.g.. optimizing or to use Simon's phrase,
its pursuit of some goal or goals) ,
the system is learning.
(classical homeostasis)

If the

"satisficing" in

then it can be said that

The goals sought may be static
or dynamic.

Cadwallader

86

says:

"....some classes of open systems adapt to a fluctuating
environment through processes of learning and innovation,"
Terreberry
tional)

87

says:

"System adaptability

(e.g.

organiza¬

is a function of ability to learn and to perform

according to changing environmental contingencies"
Ackoff

88

points out:

and

"To learn is to increase one's effi-
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ciency in the pursuit of a goal under unchanging conditions"
(somewhat a more narrow definition than the other authors
cited) ..
Deutsch,

89

who has

cal organizations

as

specialized in the study of politi¬

systems,

writes:

"If different experiences are consistently fed
into similar systems of communication and learning,
the information stored in each such system, and
then the system's output which that stored inform¬
ation helps to shape will become different."
Writing elsewhere
side,

Deutsch

90

also says:

learning may be called the

"Seen from the out¬

acquisition of new repeti¬

tive patterns of behavior."
As Leighten
all things

91

so brilliantly indicates:

are sudden,"

ing of new patterns
are

so too Deutsch

92

"To the blind,

explains

that learn¬

of behavior and memory of old patterns

complementary:
"An organization is autonomous insofar as it
remembers and is thus guided by its past, provided
that this information recalled from memory is con¬
fronted or balanced with incoming information from
the present state of the outside world and from the
organization's own position within it."
This

tern's

chapter has

goals..

talked about

How do these goals

the pursuit of the sys-

arise?

Thompson ana McEwen

indicate that they grow out of the interaction between the
organization and its
also point out

environment.

two

authors

94

that change either in the organization or in

the environment may require
goals.

These same

change in the organization's

93
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Haberstroh

95

introduces

a common practical aspect of

this problem:
"Meaningful decentralization is probably impossi¬
ble without a resolution of the goals into non-con¬
flicting, operative sub-goals so that these can be
placed under independent control."
In other words,
structure,

internal

demands

change in an organization,

e.g.

in

re-evaluation of goals.

Summary

This
systems

chapter has

reviewed some of the basic concepts of

theory and then has

looked at these concepts

have been applied to organization theory.
ry and organization theory

necessarily only

defined.

large.

Hence,

a cursory view was possible.
is

one that

Unfortunately,

is

relevant variables

used extensively in

it is not always

The use of the term "systems"

rigorously

to indicate

Although

been attempting to use this
seventeenth century,

to

almost

the objective investigator cannot

quarrel with this philosophy and,

new is misleading,

that all

should be included in a model that is

be used to predict or to explain some phenomenon is
a tautology.

theo¬

although narrower is

if not overwhelmingly,

The term "systems"
the literature.

Both systems

they

cover a broad spectrum of thought;

the intersection of these two fields
still impressively,

as

indeed,

the scientist has

approach since,

declaring this

yet common.

at least,

"systems"

the

approach to be
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The concept of open system is one that seems so descrip¬
tive of organizations that an investigator is almost forced
to the conclusion that its non-use would result in only
sterile results.

Yet insights were,

by its predecessor theories.

Its

and are being, provided

"obviousness" is only a

credit to its many successful applications.
Beyond open system the cybernetic concept of feedback is
invaluable.
viewed,

For,

as it has been shown in the literature re¬

feedback occurs from the environment to the organiza¬

tion and from the organization to the environment.
feedback, which is a form of interaction,

results,

This
in part,

in the organization's adaptive movements.
The organization strives homeostatically to achieve a
steady state
. system)

(as systems thoery would predict for any open

by adjusting to both interactions from within it¬

self and from the environment.
little further,

Applying systems theory a

one could suggest that since the organiza¬

tion is an open system then it must also possess equifinality.
There are,

thus,

different paths to the same goal.

be concluded, however,

It cannot

that all such paths are equally effi¬

cient.
As the organization becomes more closed,
increase

entropy may

(negative entropy or information decreases).

means that the most probable state will be approached.

This
Its

learning and adaptation to the environment will slow and it
will become less oriented or less sensitive to its environ-
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ment

(or reality).

This could be considered a case of or¬

ganizational "sickness".

The "healthy" organization finds a

delicate balance between data in its memory and new informa¬
tion from the environment.
Thus,

the systems model is a potentially rich one.

has been abused.
been drawn.

It

Shallow comparisons or conclusions have

Its greatest supporters,

against these dangers.

As a tool,

to be a very useful model.

though, have warned

systems theory has proven

As with any model it is

limited

by definition.
The next chapter will view the nature of strategic in¬
telligence.

The meaning of strategy will be discussed.

The

necessity of reconciling information from the environment
that is relevant to a strategic question with information
* from within the organization that is also relevant will be
shewn.

This reconciliation results

(perhaps

iteratively)

in a coherent or consistent conclusion or in the formulation
of internally consistent alternatives.
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CHAPTER
ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIC

III
INTELLIGENCE

Overview

In the last chapter the organization was viewed as be¬
ing in constant interaction with its
ing upon and being acted upon by it.
ness"

of the organization as

gree of

environment,

both act¬

The degree of

"open¬

system was a measure of

filtering of inputs from the environment.

the de¬

Because

of time and energy constraints all organizations must filter
in order to avoid an overload condition.
treme over-filtering results

At the other ex¬

in over-rigidity.

zation attempts to homeostatically adapt to its

The organi¬
environment.

It must balance itself between rigidity and overload.
tionally,

Addi¬

the successful adaptation involves an adjustment

not only to its

external

environment but involves

the ob¬

taining of a dynamic balance between the inputs originating
internal and to those originating external to the organiza¬
tion.
This chapter will attempt to

focus down on a narrower

area of interest from the relatively broad one presented in
the last chapter.

It will be concerned with a

specific

sub¬

set of the organizational adaptive process.
Intelligence is
ledge useful to the
lar objective.

looked at as a process of gaining know¬
organization in the light of a particu¬

This knowledge may be a more or less certain
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reflection of the "current"

situation facing the organiza¬

tion or it may be a basis for a plan or for a forecast ori¬
ented towards the future.
Data may be viewed as originating from within the organ¬
ization or from within the environment.
mental units of intelligence.

Data are the ele¬

Information is viewed as data

within a context or evaluated within a model.

Intelligence

is looked at as the obtaining of the best interpretation or
interpretations of the information from all sources utilized.
Although an introduction to organizational intelligence
will be provided the main emphasis and concern will be with
only that form of intelligence that can be termed strategic.
Failures in organizational intelligence are not uncommon and,
therefore,

a look at some of the sources of such failures

will also be presented.
In the sixteenth century Machiavelli^ wrote:
"....fortune is the ruler of half our actions,
but....she allows the other half or thereabouts
to be governed by us....So it is with fortune,
which shows her power where no measures have been
taken to resist her, and directs her fury where
she knows that no dykes or barriers have been
made to hold her."
This observation is a concise and still valid statement of
the need for effective intelligence on the part of the modern
organization.
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Organizational Intelligence

As a concept intelligence has had a long history.
deed,

it is

In¬

probable that from the earliest times of the

species man as a group has been vitally concerned with the
relationship of the group to its environment.

Successful

adaptation was necessary to evade enemies and predators and
to find the animal game necessary for food and clothing.
context,

though,

The

in which the term intelligence has been tra¬

ditionally used has been in the political and military spheres
of human endeavor.

Ransom,

2

for example,

says:

"The need for knowledge of the external environ¬
ment for planning and decision has been recognized
since the beginnings of explicit political systems;
indeed, it has always been a condition of rational
political survival."
An early example of the quest for intelligence of a
political-military nature is provided in the Old Testament.
The Book of Numbers records Moses as seeking this type of in¬
telligence upon arriving in the area of Canaan.

He instructs

a reconnaissance party as follows:
"Go up here in the Negeb, up into the highlands,
and see what kind of land it is.
Are the people
living there strong or weak, few or many?
Is the
country in which they live good or bad?
Are the
towns in which they dwell open or fortified? ^Is
the soil fertile or barren, wooded or clear?"
Aguilar,^ speaking in a modern business context,

explains:

"Top management can no longer simple cope with
conditions.
The art of learning and the attitudes
of adaptiveness and flexibility have assumed major
importance for top management."
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Thus,

although not new as a concept,

expanded.

intelligence has

It is now considered as an approach necessary for

organizational survival,

in many cases.

ganizations of all kinds,

In other words, or¬

operating in an environment that

is increasingly complex and, as Toffler

5

would suggest,

un¬

dergoing change at an increasing rate, must take a more or¬
ganized and scientific approach to intelligence.
What is intelligence?
as

Intelligence has been defined

"the information - questions,

insights, hypotheses,

evi-

c

dence - relevant to policy."

In the 1950s the Hoover Com-

7
mission

indicated:

"Intelligence deals with all the things

which should be known in advance of initiating a course of

g
action."

Wilensky

writes:

"To gather, process,

interpret

and communicate the technical and political information
needed in decision making is to fulfill the intelligence
function."

It is that information that the organization

needs to successfully adapt to its environment.
At this point,
isting between data,
priate.

a clarification of the relationship ex¬
information and intelligence is appro¬

Figure 3-1 illustrates graphically a simple intel¬

ligence model.
Data or "facts" are meaningless outside of a model or
of a context.

A fallacious argument that has been presented

many times in the management information systems

(MIS)

and

in the intelligence literature is that "facts" speak for
themselves.

The implication of this thinking is that larger

Intelligence

Model-Context

Data

Model-Context

)
Figure 3-1

Simple Intelligence Model
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and larger data bases
that more

are the answer

collected data is

to MIS problems and

the answer

to organizational

intelligence problems.
A point made in Chapter

II

is relevant here.

is a finite representation of a physical reality,
sesses

an infinite amount of data.

sity to abstract a finite
ables

from this

A model
which pos¬

There is always a neces¬

(and manageable)

infinite collection.

number of vari¬

Braybrooke and Lind-

9

blom

say this

is

another way:

what is relevant and

irrelevant,

upon the problem situation."
the

same

idea:

"....our minds determine
by imposing a structure

Martin and Norman"^

"Information has to be organized into pat¬

terns relevant to its ultimate use."
cept in rare instances,
selves.'

the

Thus,

facts do not

says:

'speak for

them¬
to

or data do not contain an obvious cor¬

The

facts do not implicitly contain only

one inference or interpretation.
must nevertheless use
be studied.

"Ex¬

for valid inferences."

'facts'

"answer".

tions,

Hallmer^

They must be correlated in such a manner as

provide the basis

rect

express

The

some method of

information-seeker
selecting

the data to

"It is.... theories,....hypotheses,

propositions,

expecta¬

generalizations or assumptions

help a problem-solver select from the mass of
rounding him those that he hopes

facts

are relevant."

Information obtained from facts
be relevant within another context.

that
sur-

12

in one context may not
The source of

informa-
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tion

"known"

cepted.

must be closely examined before it can be ac¬

This requires

a new context if
The

it is

that data must be re-examined within
to be used a

information-seeker uses,

model to collect data.

these data may modify the model.

sult is

at least,

an implicit

These data then serve as a guide

the selection of additional data.

between data and

second time.

But,
Thus,

at the
there

same time,
is a

model and between model and data.

information.

As

shown in Chapter

that which reduces uncertainty,
decision alternatives.

It is

i.e.

the

II

in

feedback
The re¬

information is

reduces the number of

inference drawn from that

data collected from within the context of the

information-

seeker's model.
Intelligence
necessary,
ces.

It is

is the collation and reconciliation,

of a collection of information-carrying
the

summation and the result of the

gathering efforts described above.
cess may be conceived of as

if

inferen¬

information

The intelligence pro¬

encompassing the

efforts ranging

from the collection of data within the context of the ori¬
ginal models through the final intelligence
The

statement.

term intelligence has during recent years accrued

a number of connotations.
mind thoughts of espionage,

In a popular vein it brings

to

spying and the use of unethical

or illegal acts against the property or information pos¬
sessed by another.

As used within this dissertation the

word possesses none of these implications.

Intelligence is
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limited only to

that meaning presented

In the creation of a model,

the abstraction of a

number of variables always requires a
variables

in this chapter.

judgement as

to which

are relevant for the model-builder's purposes.

There are a wide range of
does not exist.

situations

in which a unique model

It may not exist for a number of reasons:

there may not exist sufficient data to formulate
model,

finite

such a

the number of relevant variables required for a use¬

ful model may be too great,
on a model,

etc.

the model-builders may not agree

Intelligence can be described in just this

manner.
Kent,

13

writing

in a political-governmental context,

would argue that intelligence is always for the practical
purpose of making decisions
fore,

the

and taking action;

there¬

intelligence function must mesh closely with and

be an integral part of policy.
of view as

and,

Hilsman^

supports this point

follows:

"The agrument here is that the job of sifting,
evaluating and giving weight to information cannot
be meaningfully done except in the process of an¬
alyzing a problem."
The same argument can be made with respect to organizational
strategic

intelligence in general.

A policy maker

is

someone who,

desireability of an action,

once convinced about the

can and will effect the committ¬

ment of an organization to this action.
of an action is

The desireability

influenced by the effects of this

action on
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its "clients".

These clients may be organizational members

or be external to the organization.

The successful imple¬

mentation of an action may require the approval of or, at
least,

the acceptance of some

its clients.

(or,

The clients may,

in some cases, all)

of

however, possess differing

models of the relevant environment - the models suggesting
different and,
Thus,
maker,

even, conflicting actions.

the ultimate decision maker,

is faced with a paradox.

(in some sense)

i.e.

the policy

In order to make a good

decision he must gather inputs from many

sources but these sources may be in conflict with respect
to their models of reality.
policy maker's)

It is here in his

(i.e.

the

attempt to balance these conflicting and

centrifugal forces that the policy maker faces an increased
probability of intelligence system pathologies.
Wilensky

15

says that "the chronic condition is a sur¬

feit of information,

useless, poorly integrated, or lost

somewhere in the system."

Facts per se do not provide the

basis for the "best" decision.

In line with Ashby's

16

thinking an infinity of facts is available to describe any
given aspect of reality.
are placed in context,
reality.

The facts speak only when they

i.e.

superimposed with a model of

Thus, differing models of reality allow the facts

to speak differently.
For the purposes of this study intelligence may be oriented towards the present or towards the future.

17

It is
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clear that intelligence concerning the present will have a
strong impact on intelligence concerning the future.

The

present is the jumping-off point for explorations of the
future.

These two viewpoints are analagous to Kent's

18

"cur¬

rent reportorial" and "speculative-evaluative" types respec¬
tively.

Future-oriented intelligence may involve forecasting

or planning or both.
Strategic intelligence.
back to ancient Greece.

The work "strategy" extends

It is derived from the ancient Greek

word "strategos" which was the word for a general.
thus, was the art of a general.

Steiner

19

Strategy,

explains that a

generalization of the word occurred in the late eighteenth
century:
"Before Napoleon's time strategy referred to the
art and science of directing military forces to de¬
feat an enemy or to mitigate the results of defeat.
In Napoleon's day, strategy was extended to include
political and economic moves to improve the chances
for military victory."
In a present day organizational context Aguilar

20

says:

"....strategic information is information useful
for making decisions about strategy and long-range
plans.
External strategic information....is stra¬
tegic information about events or relationships in
the firm's outside environment."
and Anthony

describes the first of his three classes of

planning and control systems as follows:
"Strategic planning is the process of deciding
on objectives of the organization, on changes in
these objectives, on the resources used to attain
these objectives, and on the policies that are to
govern the acquisition, use, and disposition of
these resources."
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Mottley
tions,

22

says that planning is concerned with future situa¬

needs and capabilities and that strategic forecasting

is concerned with anticipating future needs.

Mason

23

sum¬

marizes by saying that planning is concerned with the future
and attempts to select a preferred future from two or more
options.

Of course,

one of the alternatives facing the stra¬

tegic planner in Mason's summary may be that of doing nothing.
Implicit in strategic intelligence is uncertainty,

i.e.

it involves decision making in a probabilistic environment.
It is generally ill-structured and the variables that are
most relevant are difficult not only to quantify but even to
operationalize.
Strategic intelligence,

at its most sophisticated, may

be concerned with organizational goal changing or modifica¬
tion.

Within this context it falls within the realm of the

most complex systems level,
changing system".
cations within the

e.g.

Hare

24

and Deutsch's

25

"goal

As goal changing has reverberating implilower system hierarchical levels,

26

so

too strategic intelligence has implications outside the stra—
tegic area.

For example, Anthony's

tegic planning, management control,

27

taxonomy includes stra¬

and operational planning.

These types are categorized on a dimension ranging from al¬
most pure planning to almost pure control.

A change in stra¬

tegic planning will have effects on management control and
operational planning.

Similarly,

in a military context,

strategy influences tactics which in turn influences opera-
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tions.
Although implicit in the above,

it should be made ex¬

plicit at this point that strategic intelligence subsumes
planning and forecasting.

Most of the literature discusses

either planning or forecasting.
made clear,

The distinction,

is one only of emphasis.

gards the future in a passive sense,

seldom

Forecasting per se re¬
i.e.

it attempts to

"predict" the values of some relevant variable or variables
at some time in the future.

Planning per se regards the

future in a more active manner,

i.e.

it attempts to

"affect"

the value of some variable or variables at some time in the
future.

Each interacts with the other.

For example,

it is

frequently the purpose of a plan to affect a forecast.
forecast,

A

in turn, may be either self-fulfilling or self-

defeating.
Drucker

28

points out that planning involves deliberate¬

ly accepting new risk but that this risk is less in the long
run than the risk associated with accepting future surprises.
It should be noted that the near future will tend,
general,
Yet,

to be more fixed,

i.e. more difficult to change.

it is the near future that is seen clearest.

distant future is capable of the most change but,
time,

The more
at the same

is seen with the greatest uncertainty.
But strategic intelligence,

as shown above,

future-oriented - it is also present-oriented.
tion,

in

though clear in theory,

is not only
The distinc¬

is less clear in practice.
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Today influences tomorrow.

To use a statistical analogy

strategic intelligence is saturated by autocorrelation.
Thus future-oriented strategic intelligence must use as a
base strategic intelligence concerning the relevant present.
Similarly it is the future unknown that helps to create the
models on which data of the present must be collected and
formed into information.
Anthony

29

says that most companies do not successfully

foresee changes in their environment but only react after
these changes have already occurred.

Ackoff

39

emphasizes

this point with:
"Those who benefit most from the future are
those who have helped create it.
One may be able
to survive and even prosper without making the
future but one cannot pull away from the pack
without doing so."
In essence this is the function of strategic intelligence.
Hierarchical nature of intelligence.

In this section

the term hierarchical will be construed, not in a systems
capability sense but,

in a structural sense.

Traditionally

those activities requiring a hierarchical approach such as
planning have assumed a hierarchy isomophic to the organi¬
zational structure.

In intelligence in general and in stra¬

tegic intelligence in particular this isomorphism is not the
only possible basis.
It appears that hierarchy is ubiquitous both in nature
and in human endeavor.

Simon,

31

for example,

says that

"hierarchical subdivision is common to virtually all complex
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systems of which we have knowledge."

Hormann

planning is hierarchical by nature because
from the general to the concrete and

(2)

32

(1)

argues that
plans evolve

the necessity of

subdividing the task.
If strategic intelligence is concerned with application
then it is clear that there must be a movement from the gen¬
eral to the more particular and,
able.

A complex task,

i.e.

therefore,

one that contains many aspects,

may overwhelm the intelligence seeker.
information overload is well known.
Wolfe.)

33

the more applic¬

The phenomenon of

(For example, Kahn and

"Hierarchy is the adaptive form for finite in-

telligence to assume in the face of complexity."
Thus,

34

in order to cope with an environment that con¬

tains an infinite amount of data,

a filtering process based

on an, at least implicit, model is utilized.
condensation or

Additionally

the forming of data into patterns occurs.

Intelligence may be viewed as a search for order amongst a
data filled disorder.
"The value of decomposing a complex problem by
subdividing it into a number of parts, each of
which can be attacked by a smaller search (or
divided^,still further) , should not be underesti¬
mated."
Specialization appears to be a natural approach to the prob¬
lem of complexity.
With specialization, however,
coordination and integration.

arises the problem of

A hierarchical organization

of the intelligence effort is an effective approach.

More
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than effectiveness,
Hierarchy is
Simon,

36

hierarchy may

also

represent efficiency.

the path of nature in the face of

for example,

complexity.

writes:

"The effect of the existence of stable inter¬
mediate forms exercises a powerful effect on the
evolution of complex forms....A little reflection
reveals that cues signaling progress play the same
role in the problem-solving process that stable
intermediate forms play in the biological evolu¬
tionary process."

Intelligence Pathology

The sources
Data is
above

of

intelligence

failure

are many and varied.

collected within the context of a model.

"facts"

do not speak of themselves.

asked are thus
wrong questions
be collected.

of critical

importance.

As

stated

The questions

In answer to

the

interesting but irrelevant data at best will
At worst the inferences

will be counter-productive

drawn from this

data

for the purposes of the investi¬

gation.
"No decisions would ever be made if we did not limit
the number of-uncertain
tion."

37

Yet,

as

Taviss

factors
38

to be taken into considera-

says:

those elements of a decision which

"There is

a suspicion that

cannot be readily quanti¬

fied will not be given due attention."

Management science

techniques may give an illusion of rigor and comprehensive¬
ness.

Those factors which

into such a model may be
is

cannot be conveniently

"assumed"

the non-quantifiable or the

away;

intangible

but,

fitted

frequently,

that spells

the

it
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difference between
areas

and

in

human

experience
Deutsch

success

the areas

39

and

says

of

and

failure.

complex

"pattern

expertise becomes
in

It

discussing

is

in

these

recognition"

that

crucial.

human

organizations:

"Autonomy is impossible without openness to com¬
munication from the outside world; but at the same
time autonomy is
flow of external
significant
ences . "
He goes

on

to

over-discount

extent by

caution
the

invisible rut of
sizes

this

impossible unless the incoming
information is overriden to a

against

future
their

latter

internal memories

and

the
"to

and prefer¬

organizational
imprison

own making.

tendency to

themselves

DeJouvenel^

in

an

empha¬

point:

"....we think certain aspects of the
known, because we rely on 'dikes' built
its uncertainty.
But the more we trust

future are
to contain
these 'dikes',

the less they provoke our curiosity.
And when people
speak about knowledge of the future they are not
usually concerned with
be

trustworthy:

what

the

aspects

they would

they believe

like

to guess

to
is

the

novelty ahead."
Both

of

normal

these
and

tendencies

are pathological reflections

generally wise heavier weighting

future over

the distant

channels

information both

of

ganization.
words

into

"Francis
idols

tinent today

as

in

out of

formation

three

that does

not

the

warning

true

at

fit the

is

as

and

argu¬

enemies

self convincing."

expectations

of

the

his

per¬

ago.... facts,

friends

can be

the or¬

converts

understanding

the

immediate

tried and

that man

centuries

directed

organization

of

the

from within and without

Bacon's

it was

and propaganda
an

and

that darken his

ments,
and

future

of

of

alike
42

In

receiver
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nay be filtered out or distorted.

It

is human to cling to

the familiar.
It is not only over-confidence in the familiar
leads

to

intelligence failure.

He who has made an intellec¬

tual committment to an idea will
which refutes

it.

Wilensky^

that

frequently reject that

states

that:

"....men use a variety of ingenious defenses to
protect cherished convictions under the onslaught
of devastating attack....In fact, when confronted
with undeniable discontinuation men do not merely
defend their convictions; under some conditions when their belief is strong, when they have com¬
mitted themselves with some important act which is
difficult to disavow, and when they have social
support in their denial of reality - they do so
with reborn fen/or, seeking new converts."
Palz

44

45

and Festir.cer and Aronson*

search in this

provide examples of re¬

area.

The manner of organizing an intelligence inquiry in¬
fluences the questions asked,
inferences drawn.

the data collected,

In an attempt to formulate strategic

te-ligence under conditions of complexity
will prove to be optimum.

organization within an

lems that cannot be

no one approach

and functional

lines of

intelligence organization.

failures

are rooted

fully solved;

dilemmas of organizational
various ways

46

in-

Kilsnan^ describes the diffi¬

culty of reconciling geographical

"Intelligence

and the

in structural prob¬

they express universal

life that can be resolved in

at varying costs."

4^

"

Wilensky,

then,

goes on

to attribute most 3uch failures to sources of distortion

in-
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herent in hierarchy, specialization and centralization.
"Insofar as the problem of organizational control
is solved by rewards of status, power, and promotion
....hierarchy is^conducive to concealment and mis¬
representation. "
"The main cost of specialization in intelligence
is parochialism, or the production of misleading or
irrelevant information."
"Centralized intelligence....keeps the collection
of data too far from their true use in policy; it
encourages agreed-on estimates that may conceal
strong disagreement and that in any case do not re¬
veal the weights of diverse opinions.... and it com¬
pletes with its own subsidiaries for scarce person¬
nel and documentation facilities....(and)^Jhe ac¬
quisition of unnecessary responsibility."
These "modes of failure present every self-governing
organization....with a serious danger of self-induced stagnation or of partial or total self-destruction."
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Summary

This chapter has reviewed the field of organizational
intelligence.

It has attempted to view intelligence in the

light of a fairly simple model.

In this model data inter¬

acts with model and vice versa.

Out of this interaction in¬

formation arises.

Intelligence is the reconciliation of

various pieces of information into a coherent whole.
Intelligence is always purposeful, i.e. it must be
judged in terms of

some organizational question or questions.

Thus, theoretically it is not a continuous process.

It is

an intermittent function that is triggered only in response
to a specific organizational objective.

Of course, in prac¬

tice more than one intelligence effort may exist at the same
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time or several may overlap in time.

As one effort is com¬

pleted another may begin.
Strategic intelligence is that form of intelligence con
cerned with the long range, with the more distant future,
with the very goals of the organization, or with questions
involving all or significant functions of the organization
in a major way.

The very survival of the organization may

be affected by the meaningfulness of its strategic intelli¬
gence effort.
By its very nature, intelligence, and especially that
type termed strategic, is subject to failure.

The roots of

failure may be in the nature of the effort, i.e. by defini¬
tion strategic intelligence deals in areas of significant
uncertainty, in human nature, or in a pathological condition
of the organization itself.

It does not appear possible to

eliminate all sources of failure; but, it is important to
recognize what possible sources exist and to employ those
methodologies and techniques which will minimize or, at
least, control to the extent possible the deleterious ef¬
fects of these sources.
The next chapter will review the Delphi technique and
will demonstrate its implications for strategic intelligence
The technique was developed and has been utilized in situa¬
tions that can be described by characteristics also con¬
tained in strategic intelligence.

It will &e argued that

the Delphi technique possesses a clear potential for appli-

65

cation to an organizational strategic intelligence system.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE

Overview

In the last chapter organizational intelligence was
looked at in the light of a simple intelligence model.

In¬

telligence was viewed as a function of the organization con¬
cerned with its adaptation to the environment.
efficiently adapt,

the organization

(1)

current position within its environment,
oriented towards the present and

(2)

relationship to the environment,

i.e.

In order to

had to recognize its
i.e.

it had to be

had to anticipate its
it had to be oriented

towards the future.
Organizational strategic intelligence is that form of
intelligence concerned with the most critical and most gen¬
eral relations of the organization with its environment.

As

such it operates in an atmosphere of uncertainty and is con¬
cerned with variables that tend to be more qualitative than
quantitative.

If this were all,

then current decision theo¬

retic approaches to the problem would be applicable.
problem is, however, compounded.
imply a unique model.

The

These traditional approaches

In organizational strategic intelli¬

gence differing models may result in differing and even con¬
tradictory conclusions.

Yet,

the prime function of organ¬

izational intelligence is to provide the policy maker with
"the most deeply and objectively based and carefully con-
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sidered estimate"^ or estimates.
In this chapter an introduction to the Delphi
nique will be provided.

2

tech¬

The technique is a means of obtain¬

ing a collective judgement on a particular question or ques¬
tions through feedback.

It will be argued that the Delphi

technique can be used as the basic building block of a stra¬
tegic intelligence management information system

(MIS).

As

a tool for the policy maker such an MIS should provide a
statement of the alternatives

(possibly only one)

deemed

most reasonable by the strategic intelligence process.
These alternatives will have been defined only after a most
rigorous analysis.

Description of the Technique

The Delphi technique, formally identified as such, is
of relatively recent origin.
Rand Corporation.

Quade

3

It was developed within the

reports that its earliest use was

in an experiment to predict horse race outcomes in 1948.
The first documented application of the Delphi technique to
prediction of future events was reported by Kaplan et al.

4

The study found that predictions made by a group were more
likely to be correct than predictions made by the same individuals alone.

Dalkey and Helmer

5

applied the technique

to a study involving estimates of nuclear attack results.
A conclusion of this study was that individual estimates
showed a tendency to converge as the experiment continued.
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course

3.

of this curricular experiment was to obtain
ts.
---d on the first attempt to

can rernrclogirul achieverenrs through the application
>elprr rr Iff4.

Heirer ana luade

used caring techniques

mjuart:x. vith Belphi methodology rc study a developing

-

In If ff Eelrer~ descruced a farrly extensive exercise

^ f

f

^itl ^.

e ^

9

i

an rhe sane year rercrred cn a pilcn study involving an ap-

~

■

Business Week

repcrred in If 71 a developing interest

nn Belpin by varrcus ccrporaricns.

The hesn known study re-

pcrred cn nn rbis ancle was chan concurred by rhe McDonnell
Bougies Ccrpcrarncr rc fcrecasr rhe future cf comercdal air
rrensuerearion.

Bn facr, rhe rechnique is being arclied in

en ever increasing nuncer cn areas.

-.11
-urcrr
provides a

fairly comprehensive bibliography which includes reperrs cn
a oread range cf applicaoicns.
12
Bn rhe sane arricle Turoff*
defines rhe technique as
*a nerhed for rhe sysreraric solicitation and collation cf
irfcrrec purrenenns cn a parrrcular topic. r

13
r.ener-' says

mar Belphi *arrerprs to rake effective use cf informed in¬
tuitive pud g men r.T
feedback.

14

The technique is a method of controlled
.

Barrsch~ * in describing Delphi says that:
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"....it can be regarded as a succession of iter¬
ative brainstorming rounds in which an attempt is
made to avoid the interference of psychological
factors that tend to reduce the value of brain¬
storming sessions."
Delphi seeks to formulate information on a particular
topic or topics by obtaining responses to relevant questions
from "experts".

The term "expert" is one used frequently in

the Delphi literature.

Its common usage may, however, indi¬

cate too narrow a range of choice for the selection of the
participants in a Delphi exercise.

In general, it is true

that an expert is one who has specialized knowledge applic¬
able to the problem at hand.

For an exercise that is domi¬

nated by forecasting the participation will generally be
dominated by this class of expert.

For an exercise that is

dominated by planning participation will in many cases be
heavily influenced by those most affected by the proposed
plans.
In a policy process reality may be viewed differently
by

those who must concur or, at least, tolerate some deci¬

sion.

Further it cannot be argued that the usefulness of

an individual model will be tested in the crucible of real¬
ity.

The value systemsof the clients may differ,

i.e. the

results of a decision may be an overwhelming success for one
and a catastrophic failure for another.

This situation is

not uncommon; it describes reasonably well decisions taken
in any organization that involve the approval of its members
or it describes the

political process in a democratic so-
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ciety.
Thus,

an expert must be construed in a broad

may be a possessor of

sense.

specialized knowledge or he may be some

one intimately involved in the results of the exercise,
a client.

He

Dependent on the purpose of the

exercise

i.e.

experts

may include only one of these types or a mix of the two types
The
volves

selection of experts

first the

is not an easy task.

It in¬

determination of what forms of expertise

are required and second the determination of which individ¬
uals possess the requisite expertise and are available for
the exercise.

Helmer and Rescher

between two cases

15

differentiate

in the use of experts;

in theory

although they indi¬

cate that in practice the two will overlap;
"One is a situation in which the opinions of
several experts on the same question or questions
are solicited; the other is one in which experts
with separate specialties are asked to comment on
distinct aspects of a problem."
Another feature of Delphi

is anonymity,

i.e.

the

source

of a response remains unknown to all other participants.
The argument for this
sponses promotes
ample,

feature is that the anonymity of re¬

independent viewpoints.

suggests that Delphi overcomes

Turoff,^^

for ex¬

some of the problems

encountered in committees;
"The domineering personality, or outspoken in¬
dividual that takes over the committee process.
The unwillingness of individuals to take a posi¬
tion on an issue before all the facts are in or
before it is known which way the majority is headed.
The difficulty of publicly contradicting indi¬
viduals in higher positions.
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The unwillingness to abandon a position once it
is publicly taken."
Anonymity may be an,
of

at least,

intelligence pathologies

partially effective preventive

induced by organizational hier¬

archic relationships and by individual public intellectual
committments.

Delphi contrasts opposite points of view

and provides channels

for communication that are relatively

free of such emotional and hierarchical noise factors.
Dalkey and Helmer

17

As

suggest:

"Direct confrontation....all too often induces
the hasty formulation of preconceived notions, an
inclination to close one's mind to novel ideas, a
tendency to defend a stand once taken or,....a pre¬
disposition to be swayed by persuasively stated
opinions of others."
In Delphi the participants are asked for an initial
response to the question or questions under

study.

In addi¬

tion to the basic response they are encouraged to provide
their reasons for making that particular response.

Thus,

the participant gives his best answer to the question and
then

"presents his case".

sponded,

feedback

After all participants have re¬

is provided to all of them.

is usually constrained.
ation on the responses

The feedback

Most frequently statistical
is calculated,

e.g.

upper and lower quartiles or deciles,

etc.

inform¬

the median or mode,
This

statistical

information is then presented along with a summary of the
supporting arguments.
treme opinions,
the limit,

a

The sumamry may include the most ex¬

sample of

ail opinions

typical opinions or even,

expressed.

in

Constrained feedback fa-
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cilitates the recording and synthesis of a large number of
responses.

The administrative workload associated with a

Delphi exercise should not be underestimated.
Another round is initiated after the participants have
been given an opportunity to reflect on the responses and
their supporting arguments.

This cycle is repeated until

either a specified number of rounds has been completed or
until some form of response stability has been attained.
Although "the individual estimates will show a tendency
to

converge as the experiment continues"

18

the Delphi tech¬

nique does not ensure consensus but due to the interaction,
a clearer statement of the possible alternatives available
as an outcome of the study may be achieved.
Helmer

19

For example,

writes concerning cases of failure to gain con¬

sensus :
"....the Delphi technique would have served the
purpose of crystallizing the reasoning process that
led to the positions which were taken and thus would
have helped to clarify the issues even in the absence
of a group consensus."
Additionally, due to the interaction,

insights may be

gained that would otherwise be ignored.
It is also interesting to note that the Delphi technique
may have, at least, one analog in nature.
and Blum

20

Kilmer, McCulloch

in describing a model of the reticular formation

in vertebrates use twelve coupled modules stacked in a colum¬
nar array.

Each module appears to act as a small Delphi pro¬

cessing unit.

I
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Delphi pathology.
some weaknesses.

Delphi is, of course,

not without

It is possible for a participant to de¬

liberately introduce responses known to be false so as to
mislead the group or to take positions more extreme than he
actually advocates so as to

increase the probability of a

compromise position closer to his true one.

Although this

may also happen in a .face-to-face committee meeting the es¬
sential anonymity factor may mask its influence more.

This

may be especially true when statistics summarize round re¬
sponses.
All of the problems implicit in scaling still exist in
a Delphi exercise.

For example,

in most realistic situa¬

tions the achievement of an interval scale is very difficult.
Unless the participants have had very similar back¬
grounds the same question may be interpreted quite differ¬
ently by different participants.

Similarly comments made

may not be interpreted alike by all.

Thus any response

pattern could become meaningless.
The emotional content of response comments will be
greatly reduced.

This may not always be the best approach.

The strength with which a participant holds an opinion may
be important.
An awareness of these possible weaknesses should lead
to careful structuring of the exercise and careful monitor¬
ing of its progress by the moderator.
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Hegelian inquiry.

Churchman

21

describes five philosoph¬

ical approaches in the search for "truth".
Leibnizian,

Lockean, Kantian, Hegelian and Singerian inquir¬

ing systems.
nesses.

These are the

Each approach has its own strengths and weak¬

One may, however, be more appropriate under a par-

ticular set of circumstances.
that the Hegelian

Mitroff and Turoff

(also termed a

"dialectical"

22

argue

system)

is

best suited for a problem that is ill-defined, has opposing
objects,

and requires intuitive or synthetic reasoning.

Mason,

23

in a study of a company in the throes of a two

faction intra-organizational conflict,
cal inquiry system.

used such a dialecti¬

He states:

"A system may be said to be dialectical if it ex¬
amines a situation completely and logically from two
different points of view....The vehicle for inducing
....reflection is a structured debate."
This approach,

rooted in the philosophy of Hegel,^ is a

conflictual system.

A thesis is contrasted with an anti¬

thesis, both of which are supported by the same data.

The

essence of the system is to maximally challenge the thesis
under investigation.

Mitroff and Turoff

25

write:

"The plan and the counterplan represent strongly
divergent and opposing conceptions of the whole
system.
Their function is to engage each other in
an unremitting debate over the 'true' nature of the
whole system, in order to draw forth a new plan
that will hopefully reconcile (synthesize, encom¬
pass) the plan and the counterplan."
In this clash of ideas the underlying assumptions may be ex¬
posed and subjected to rigorous cross-examination.

As a re-
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suit of this exposure and close examination the decision
maker may make a more informed interpretation of the data.
"Bertrand Russell warned us that,
all agree,

'Even when the experts

they may well be mistaken.'"

26

A dialectical

inquiry system is a philosophical approach that attempts
to minimize this possibility in an environment difficult or
impossible to adequately model in any unique manner.
A dialectical inquiry approach is one that can easily
be incorporated into a Delphi exercise.

This is not the

only philosophical system that is compatible with Delphi.
Delphi may serve as a framework or a "shell" within which
a dialectical exercise is organized.
this Lockean,

In order to clarify

Kantian and Hegelian systems can be contrasted

A Lockean approach is basically empirical and inductive
in nature and is best applied to well-defined problems.

The

outcome of a Lockean based exercise must be judged by its
degree of consensus.

Thus its application in a Delphi frame

work demands a strong attempt to achieve consensus.
A Kantian approach seeks truth in the interaction be¬
tween theory and empiricism.

It is best suited to ill-

structured problems and seeks alternate paths to truth.
Its application into a Delphi framework does not demand con¬
sensus but seeks the formulation of alternatives.
A Hegelian approach,

as discussed above,

seeks truth

in the exposing of models and assumptions to dialectical
challenge.

Under those conditions in which men interpret
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the same data through different models,

under conditions of

high uncertainty and involving problems difficult to struc¬
ture, and in situations requiring a significant amount of
human insight,

judgement and "pattern recognition" a dia¬

lectically based Delphi may be a significantly effective
tool.

Delphi and Strategic Intelligence

In general strategic intelligence takes on a hierarchic
nature.

Sub-decisions or defined alternatives are made and

organized into higher level decisions or alternatives, which
in turn are used as inputs to even higher level intelligence
production.

This is illustrated in Figure 4-1.

"Experts"

relevant to the formulation of one specific sub-decision may
be the same,

differ or overlap with those who are expert in

the areas relevant to another sub-decision.
Management science has been concerned with "well struc¬
tured" problems.

Given the assumptions the management sci¬

entist applies rigorous mathematical and logical rules to
achieve an optimal solution,

if one exists.

The area of

strategic intelligence does not fit this traditional ap¬
proach.

The problem is ill-structured to an extremely high

degree.

This function requires a significant,

ly dominant,

amount of human intuition,

if not total¬

expertise and exper¬

ience - just those characteristics that are difficult to
quantify.

Thus, human judgement and problem solving is
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Strategic Intelligence Decision

Figure 4-1 - General Hierarchic Intelligence Structure

^2

necessary;
Mason

27

yet it,

too, must be handled with caution.

warns:

"Through his experience the manager develops
habitual ways of viewing his organization and cop¬
ing with its
problems.
Life in most modern or¬
ganizations only serves to reinforce those stereo¬
typed responses to organizational problems...The
collection of these habitual ways of viewing the
business.... forms the underlying assumptions (or
world view) of a plan.
This world view becomes so
implicit that management is normally unaware of the
full import of its influence....
Sophisticated techniques and complicated tech¬
nologies tend to obscure the assumptions which
underlie their use."
Delphi "recognizes that in non-exact disciplines,

ex¬

pert opinion and subjective judgement must, of necessity,
substitute for the exact laws of causality found in the
physical sciences."

28

But opinion and subjective judge¬

ment imply that the expert is utilizing a model to organize
the available data into a coherent whole.

As indicated

above different models operating on the same data may re¬
sult in different inferences.
In the general hierarchic intelligence structure illustrated
in Figure 4-1 one of the sub-sets represents a particular
hierarchically decomposed portion of the total strategic in¬
telligence "question".

Data originating both internal to and

external to the organization are studied and information is
drawn from this study.

The participating experts may be ex¬

pert in the specialized knowledge sense or in the client
sense.

In most cases it would be expected that few partici¬

pants would be other than a mix of specialist and advocate.
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Additionally,

although some participants might provide data

completely external to the organization and others might
provide data completely internal,

it would be expected that

in general most participants would provide data mixed as to
its origin.
An organizational member is exposed to data in his
daily organizational life from many sources
and external).
ble sources.

(both internal

Figure 4-2 illustrates some of these possi¬
All of these inputs are affected by such fac¬

tors as inertia, attention,

interest,

etc.

Some members who

normally operate on the periphery of the organization,
interact more frequently with the environment,
men,

lawyers, purchasing agents,

such as sales¬

etc., may have a greater

awareness of certain aspects of the environment.
bers,

such as accountants, administrators,

engineers,

journals,

An additional group of persons,
sultants,

lobbyists, auditors,

Some,

etc., may be both strongly

oriented to the organization and the environment
through professional societies,

Other mem¬

etc., may be more

heavily oriented towards the organization itself.
such as scientists,

i.e.

etc.,

(especially

etc.).

such as management con¬
though not organiza¬

tional members may have very significant data to contribute
to the organization's strategic intelligence function.
Thus, a mix of experts, probably differing in the models
applied, participates in an organized effort to either reach
a rational decision or to define what alternative interpreta¬
tions are available.

It is here that a dialectical approach
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Figure 4-2 - A Sample of Data Sources for an Organizational
,
Member
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can be especially valuable.

Both assumptions and inferences

can be maximally challenged.
and anti-thesis,

i.e.

To the true Hegelian thesis

two alternatives,

are contrasted.

To

the practical dialectician more than two alternatives may
be critically viewed.

Robert Kennedy,

29

for example,

in dis¬

cussing the Cuban missile crisis wrote:
"....if we had to make a decision in twenty-four
hours, I believe the course we would have taken
would have been quite different and filled with far
greater risks.
The fact that we were able to talk,
debate, argue, disagree, and then debate some more
was essential in choosing our ultimate course."
When all

sub-set studies have been concluded the results

may then serve as inputs

to the next higher level

again a Hegelian approach,

final

strategic

Here

utilizing both inputs from the

sub-sets and new inputs at this
cycle repeats to

set.

level,

may be employed.

any arbitrary number of levels until

The

the

intelligence estimate or alternative esti¬

mates are available to the policy maker.
The Delphi

technique

is a method that can be utilized

as the basic building block for such an organizational
tegic

intelligence system.

utilized as

A basic Delphi module may be

a framework within which a strategic

gence sub-set may operate.
may serve as,

at least,

stra¬

intelli¬

The output of several modules

partial

input to another module

higher in the intelligence hierarchic

structure.

The lack of a requirement to achieve consensus in any
given module will

tend to minimize the tendency to gloss
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over deep
in

rooted

achieving

an

organizational
taking a
tends
policy

flaw

common

to

achieve agreement

denominator"

A not uncommon
on

a

approach.

that which may be critical

should be

of

the

ly

isomorphic

described
to

components of
experts

emphasized
strategic
the

intelligence

to

subject by

This

a

of

their

including

or

the

approach

successful

the

is

same

is

hierarchic

based on

of

not necessari¬
structure.
of

study.

the organizational

Delphi module.

that

structure

an analysis

currently under

levels

expertise

hierarchic

intelligence MIS

"question"

from different
in

that

organizational

structure

the

may participate
vance

is

interpretation.

experts

decision.

It

The

between participating

intelligence

"least

to mask

differences

is

It

is

the determining

excluding particular

the
Thus

hierarchy

the

rele¬

factor

in

individuals.

Summary

This
potential
gic

chapter

has

application

reviewed
to

the

the

area

Delphi
of

technique and

organizational

its

strate¬

intelligence.
Delphi

is

an

organized

attempted reconciliation of
data by
back.

its participants.
On the basis of

to modify
erations

(rounds)

the

to

the

collection

interpretations

It makes

this

their original

approach

use of

placed on

controlled

feedback participants

responses.

Through a

and

are allowed

series

theoretically offering more data

feed¬

or

of

it¬

infer-
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ences to each participant the probability of a better
some sense)

interpretation is increased.

Anonymity reduces many of the flaws
mittee structure,

e.g.

inherent in a com¬

organizational hierarchy,

and cognitive dissonance factors.

emotional,

In a Delphi exercise re¬

search shows a tendency towards consensus,
necessary.

(in

It is possible that two or more

but this

is not

incompatible

positions will be defined.
A Hegelian or dialectical

inquiry system is a philo¬

sophical approach based on the concept that out of
flict of

ideas rises what may be termed truth.

called true is only that which has been
challenge and has

survived

(perhaps

the con¬

What can be

subjected to maximal

in a modified form).

A Delphi exercise may be designed based on a dialecti¬
cal

system.

This approach is particularly appropriate when

the subject is

ill-structured,

can be analyzed

in terms of

different models giving different interpretations,
quires a significant amount of human judgement,
and intuition.

Organizational

strategic

and re¬

experience,

intelligence is

such

an area.
Intelligence forms a hierarchy.

Inferences are

tively drawn from data interpreted through models;
then combined into broader interpretations.

itera¬

these are

Information is

combined with modification to form intelligence.

A dialectic-

ally oriented Delphi module can be used as a basic building
block of an organizational

strategic

intelligence MIS.

This
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approach results not only in the advantages of the Delphi
technique and the dialectical inquiry system but also adds
great flexibility and introduces an element of rigor to
such a management information system.
The next chapter will describe a working model of a
computer based MIS utilizing the approach outlined in this
chapter.

It will describe the working of the programs

written for the system and their inter-relationships.

The

flexibility of the system will be described along with the
options available to the user.
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CHAPTER

V

AN INTERACTIVE HIERARCHICAL MIS

Overview

In the last chapter an outline of an organizational
strategic intelligence MIS was presented.

This MIS was

based on a hierarchical Delphi structure.

A dialectically

oriented Delphi module was recommended as the basic build¬
ing block of the system.

The system would be organized on

a hierarchical arrangement of the basic Delphi modules.
This chapter will describe a working model of the theo¬
retical system described above.

This model has been de¬

veloped as a computer based interactive system.
The computer can be utilized as a highly efficient
tool for a Delphi based study.

It can accomplish all that

a non-computer Delphi exercise can and it contributes its
efficiency in calculation and symbol manipulation.
of data on long-term memory devices

(e.g.

disk)

Storage

can result

in rapid response to requests for such data and to relative¬
ly easy re-combination of data through careful file struc¬
turing.
This approach has been implemented and has resulted in
the development of an interactive hierarchical Delphi system
as a basis for an organizational strategic intelligence MIS
on the University of Massachusetts timesharing system
UMASS operates on a CDC 3600 computer system.

(UMASS).

Because of the
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ease of manipulation of string variable?, i. e.

alphanumeric

variables containing up to 80 characters on UMASS, BASICX
(Extended BASIC)

was chosen as the programming language.

The programs were written and the system was organized
with two points of view in mind.

First,

it was felt neces¬

sary that it be possible for all programs to be "run" by in¬
experienced users with relatively little or no assistance.
This implied a highly conversational mode of operation.
All directions had to be given clearly and simply to the user
when they were required.

Additionally,

extensive error check¬

ing was deemed necessary on all inputs by the user.

Second,

the programs had to be flexible enough to be used as a tool
for a wide variety of strategic intelligence applications.
The approach utilizes programs on two levels:
tem level and the module level.

the sys¬

Figure 5-1 illustrates the

overall concept.
On the module level,

a separate "access" area is re¬

quired on disk for each Delphi module and its associated
files.

Three standardized module programs control and report

on the activity for each module within the system.
On the system level, one module is designated the master
module and controls the hierarchical relationships between
the various modules within the MIS.

One program is used at

this level.
Identification of variables is made in Appendix A,
identification of files is made in Appendix B,

and listings
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Figure 5-1

System Overview of the MIS
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of all programs are contained in Appendix C.

The System
As stated above,

the system to be described is organized

in accordance with Figure 5-1.
are used within each module,

Although the same programs

files created within one module

are isolated from files created within any other module.
Additionally operating parameters in one module are indepen¬
dent from those in any other module.

Any module has access

to the results obtained within any subordinate module at its
conclusion.
For a given investigation an individualized hierarchical
structure is created.

A maximum of five modules may be made

subordinate to any one module;

a maximum of five levels may

be used within the hierarchy.

Thus a maximum of 781 Delphi

modules may be used at one time.^
If an individual,
to be used,

a one module,

Delphi exercise is

then the system capability described in this sec¬

tion may be excluded.
modules

i.e.

For an exercise utilizing two or more

that are related to each other,

the system level pro¬

gram must be exercised.
The system level program's function is to establish the
hierarchical relationship between the modules within the MIS.
This stated relationship is then used to allow data flow
only from a subordinate module to its immediately superior
module in the hierarchy.
is named STINT.

The program used for this purpose

Figure 5-2 illustrates a generalized MIS
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Figure 5-2

Generalized MIS Flowchart
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flowchart.
Program STINT.
of 8K of core,

The program, which requires a minimum

offers two options as

follows:

THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE:
1. INITIAL SET-UP OF SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
2.
PRINT OUT OF SYSTEM ORGANIZATION
WHICH OPTION DO YOU WISH? ENTER NUMBER.

Option 1 is the selection of the hierarchical organization
for a new investigation,

i.e.

the hierarchical relationships

between modules are to be established as a starting point.
Option 2 is a report on the hierarchical structure of an MIS
that was previously established.

Thus option 2 cannot be

requested unless option 1 has been exercised some time pre¬
viously .
If neither a 1 nor a 2 are input then an error message
, is output:
INPUT MUST BE EITHER 1 OR 2.

PLEAST TRY AGAIN.

and another input is requested.
If a 1 is input option 1 is indicated and the following
output results:
HOW MANY LEVELS IN THE SYSTEM?
The input is restricted to an integer between 1 and 5.

If

the input does not meet this restriction an error message is
printed out:
THE NUMBER OF LEVELS MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND 5.
PLEASE TRY AGAIN.
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If the input is accepted,

the number is placed in variable L

and the following is requested:
FOR LEVEL 1 :
WHAT IS THE ACCESS NUMBER FOR MODULE 1 ?
WHAT IS THE ACCESS CODE FOR MODULE 1 ?
i

The access number is placed into variable A and the access
code is placed into variable C.
simple alphanumeric variables.

Both of these variables are

2

The system now requests:
HOW MANY MODULES ARE DIRECTLY SUBORDINATE TO THIS MODULE?
and places the response into variable S.
These inputs are placed into file HIER.
ture of HIER is illustrated in Figure 5-3.
figure is a 1 by 5 matrix.

The file struc¬
Matrix M in this

The pointer locations for data

on subsidiary modules is placed in the first S cells
thru M(1,S)).

All remaining cells

filled with a dummy number:
.

(M(1,S+1)

(M(l,l)

thru M(l,5))

are

9999.

The pointer location for each subsidiary module record
in the file is calculated by adding 8
are 8 words per record)

(per Figure 5-3 there

to the last assigned location.

Based on the number of subsidiary modules input at level
1,

the program requests the same information on that number

of modules at level 2.

The procedure repeats for all L

levels.
It should be noted that there is no requirement for sym¬
metry in the hierarchical tree.

Branches of the tree may

also terminate at different levels.

Module 1

Module 2

i

i

i

i

•

i

i

i

i
i

i
i

•
i

i
i

i

i

I

Module n

Figure 5-3

File Structure of HIER
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If in the original selection of options a 2 is input,
option 2 is selected.

This option prints out a chart of the

hierarchical structure of the MIS that was previously entered
This information is obtained by reading file HIER.

Such an

MIS structure is printed out in the form of the following example:
LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 3

LEVEL

R001
R002
R005
R006

—

R0U0

Rsm
R003
R001
R004
R003
R009
The characters,

e.g.

R001, contained in the chart are the

module access numbers originally placed in the file.

Access

codes are not printed out in order to maintain privacy.
Module numbers R010 and Rgfll are subordinate to module R006
as are R006 and R005 to R002 in this example.
The program begins this option by reading the first
record, which contains information on the sole level 1 module
The pointer locations
are contained here.

for the records on the level 2 modules
Each level 2 record is read;

tains information on its level 3 modules,

if any.

each con¬
Each level

3 module contains the information on its level 4 modules,
Thus,

in summary,

etc

this program enters into file HIER

the hierarchical relationships between the modules in the MIS
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and the access numbers and codes required for entry into any
module.

It also provides the ability for the user to obtain

a summary of the relationships between the modules presented
in chart form.
i

The Module

The module within the MIS is supported by three programs.
It has been designed as a self-contained Delphi package and
as a highly interactive module.
types:

(1)

Users of a module are of two

a moderator who is required to initialize the

exercise and to intervene at the end of each round and

(2)

participants in the Delphi exercise who provide the responses
to and receive feedback from the system.
programs are:
STATUS.

The three module

program BASE, program DELPHI,

and Program

Each will be discussed in turn.

Program BASE.
of core.

This program requires a minimum of 16K

It is required to be used first within the module.

It is operated by the moderator and possesses two capabili¬
ties:

(1)

it can provide the results obtained in subordinate

modules and

(2)

it can set up the files required to initial¬

ize this particular module.
The first output when this program is executed is:
DO YOU WISH ACCESS TO SUBORDINATE MODULE RESULTS? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.

If either a YES or a NO is not given an error message is
printed out:
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YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO.
o

PLEASE TRY AGAIN,

If the user enters YES the response is:
FOR THE MASTER MODULE PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING:
ACCESS NUMBER?
CODE?
The master module is defined as the sole level 1 module.
This module contains the file HIER that was created by the
STINT program described above.

After this information is

entered the program requests:
FOR THIS MODULE PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING:
ACCESS NUMBER?
CODE?
If the access number entered here matches the master module
access number then this particular module is the master
module and the HIER file is opened directly.

If the two

' numbers do not match the program ACCESSes into the master
module and opens the HIER file there.
Using the GETPTR command the length of the file in com¬
puter words is obtained.

Since each record cohtains

the number of records is easily calculated.

8 words,

The file is read

seeking a match on the initiating module access number.
no such match occurs,

If

the response is:

ACCESS NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH MASTER FILE.

PLEASE TRY AGAIN,

and the user is asked for the initiating module access num¬
ber and access code again.
If a match occurs the pointer locations

for the sub-
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sidiary modules are obtained.

For each subsidiary module

(a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 5)

the appropriate disk

area is ACCESSed and a check is made to determine if that
module has been completed.

This is accomplished by compar¬

ing the contents of two variables contained in the PARAS
file.

(This file will be discussed below under program

DELPHI.)
If the Delphi based exercise in the module under con¬
sideration has not been completed the following is an exam¬
ple of the print-out

(identifying the particular module by

access number):
MODULE R1234 HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED YET.
LATER.

PLEASE TRY AGAIN

If the exercise in the module has been completed the
final results are presented as follows.
tified,

The module is iden¬

for example:

RESULTS FROM MODULE R1234

:

The questions used in this module are presented in turn.
For each a bar graph of the final results are presented sim¬
ilar to the following example:
THE RESULTS FOR QUESTION 1 WERE AS FOLLOWS:

10

I
I

8

I
I

6

I

4

I
I
I

X

I

XXX

2

X

I
1

2

x
3
4
5
RESPONSE

X

X

X

X

6

7

8

9

10
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Additionally a summary of the final arguments made in the
exercise are presented:
FINAL SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS ON THIS QUESTION WERE:
Details of the file structures,

formats,

etc.

on these data

will be discussed below under program DELPHI.
The above data are presented for each completed sub¬
sidiary module.

This completes this section of the BASE pro¬

gram.
If the user enters a NO to the original question,

i.e.:

DO YOU WISH ACCESS TO SUBORDINATE MODULE RESULTS? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.

or at the completion of the above section the following is
asked:
DO YOU WISH TO INITIALIZE THIS MODULE? ANSWER EITHER
YES OR NO.

If either a YES or a NO is not given an error message is pro¬
duced:
YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO.

PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

If the response is NO the program terminates.

If the re¬

sponse is YES entry into this section of the program is begun.
There are three basic parameters of the module which
are used to dimension all matrices and as standards

for var¬

ious comparisons within all three programs of the module.
These parameters are first requested.
The first input required is:
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FOR THE EXPERIMENT PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS.
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS?
IS ALLOWED.)

(A MAXIMUM OF 15

•p
The input here is
insures

placed into variable P.

that it is

an integer between

Error checking

1 and 15.

The second input required is:
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS?
IS ALLOWED.)
•p
The

input here is

sures

that it is

(A MAXIMUM OF

placed into variable Q.
an integer between 1

10

Error checking in¬

and 10.

The third input required is:
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF ROUNDS?
IS ALLOWED.)
•p
•
The input here is
insures

that it is

Counters

S

initialized at
of variables
5-4

shows

placed into variable R.
an integer between

and T,
zero.

P,

Q,

(A MAXIMUM OF 5

1 and 5.

switches W and Y,
The values

Error checking

and variable K7

of these plus

and R are filed on disk as

the file structure of this

the

contents

PARAS.

relatively simple

The module is organized around a series

are

Figure
file.

of questions.

In a particular application these questions would be centered
around a central theme.

With each question is

a set of addi¬

tional information clarifying or explaining the question in
more detail.

These questions

are next entered.

and the additional

information

Each question is handled internally

three string variables

as

and each set of additional information
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l

PQRSTWK7Y

{

Figure 5-4

File Structure of PARAS
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as

five string variables.

string variable

are

For convenience,

inputs

for each

limited to a maximum and a minimum of

one teletype line.
ALL QUESTIONS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES. ADDI¬
TIONAL INFORMATION ON EACH QUESTION IS ALLOWED FIVE
TELETYPE LINES.
IF A LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK
(SPACE), A COMMA, AND CARRIAGE RETURN.
DO NOT USE
COMMAS OTHERWISE.
The

user is

requested to supply the basic entries

the questions

(and for the additional information)

consecutively

from 1 to Q

WHAT IS QUESTION 1

numbered

(entered above).

?

WHAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DO YOU HAVE ON QUESTION 1
The data entered in this
filed on disk as
for this

QUESTS.

set of

Figure

8 string variables

5-5 shows

file structure

and dimensions

all other

files.

A matrix N of dimensions
filed on disk as

NUM.

1 by P+1

Cell N(l,l)

Cells N (1,2)

through N(1,P+1)

tered above)

switches.

is

set to

U and V

disk under the name NAMES.

This

a counter.

a set of P

(en¬

(these will be used

contain the names of the participants) ,
and entered on file P times.

zero and

will be used as

will be used as

Two alphanumeric variables,

blanks

the

is

required from the user in this program.

The program automatically creates

to

?

file.

No other data is

necessary

for

are
file

filled with
is placed on
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Question
B$

C$

Additional

D$

E$

F$

G$

Question 1

Question 2

*

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

I

»

I

I

I

|

I

I

|

I

|

I

|

I

|

|

|

I

I

I

I

I

I

|

|

I

|

I

I

*

1

1

1

I

!

fiii.
i
*
i
i
.
,
i
i
i
i
i
i
Question Q

Figure 5-5

File Structure of QUESTS

Information
H$

1$
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A matrix G is
tain Q

initialized at

(entered above)

by 10

zero.

cells.

later to create bar graph outputs.

This matrix will

con¬

The matrix will be used
It is

filed on disk under

the name GRAPH.
A matrix A of dimensions
is

filed as

responses

and

This matrix will

contain the numerical

entered by

the participants

during the exercise.

filed as

tions

set to zero

ROUNDS.

A matrix P of dimensions
is

Q x R and P is

POINTER.

Q x P and R is

set to

zero and

This matrix will store pointer loca¬

for entry into the comments

files.

These files will

be discussed under program DELPHI.
In summary the

following files have been created on

disk after the initialization option of program BASE has been
exercised:
Dimensions,

Etc.

File

Contents

PARAS

8 numeric variables

QUESTS

8 string variables/record

Q records

NUM

Matrix set to

1 by P+1

NAMES

2

zero

alphanumeric variables/
record

P records

GRAPH

Matrix set to

zero

Q by 10

ROUNDS

Matrix set to

zero

QxR by P

POINTER

Matrix set to zero

QxP by R

Program DELPHI.
by the participants
interactive system.

This

program is

in the exercise.

the basic program used
It is

The program requires

the heart of the

16K of core.

Par-
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ticipants may interact with this program in any order.
participant is

uniquely identified by

Each

an identification num¬

ber.
File PARAS

is

first read by the program.

(the eighth variable)
ticipant
If two

is

Variable Y

used to prevent more

from accessing the

files

on disk at

accesses were attempted into the same

than one par¬
the same time.
file confu¬

sion and/or destruction of some of the data in that
could result.
If Y contains

The switch Y acts
a

"l"

as

and a normal exit is made.
switches

a gate to prevent

this.

the program responds with:

THE SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY BEING USED.
AT A LATER TIME.

continues,

file

Y to

PLEASE TRY AGAIN

If Y contains

"1",

a

and re-writes

"0"

the program

the PARAS

file

on disk.

At the end of the program before exiting this

switch is

reset to

Variable W

"0".

(the sixth entry)

is

used to signify that

a round has been completed and whether or not selection
of comments
lection has
reset to

"0"

(discussed below)

has

occurred.

not occurred W will contain
after selection.

the program responds with:

If W does

a

If such se¬

"1".

It is

contain a

"1"
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M<1,1)

Figure 5-6

N(1,P+1)

-File Structure of NUM

110a

ROUND 1 IS NOT COMPLETED YET.
AT A LATER TIME.
and a normal

exit is made.

PLEASE TRY AGAIN

If W contains

a

"0"

the program

N is

dimensioned

continues.
File NUM is

next read into matrix N.

on the basis of the parameters
PARAS.

Figure

N(1,1)

is

5-6

shows

the

read previously

from file

file structure of NUM.

a counter used only during the first round

of the exercise.

It is used as

a device to issue consec3

utive identification numbers
reading this

cell is

to the participants.

incremented by

1.

(Note:

BASE initialized all elements of this matrix to
Variable S
rounds

is

completed.

output is

provided:

After

program
zero.)

a counter specifying the number of
If S

contains

a

"0"

then the following

Ill

IS THIS YOUR FIRST ROUND FOR THIS EXPERIMENT
ANSWER EITHER YES OR NO.
?
If a response other than YES or NO is given an error message
is printed:
YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO.
PLEASE TRY AGAIN.

and an opportunity to respond again is given.
If the response is NO

(and S contains a "0")

then the

user is attempting to participate for the second time in
round 1 and the following is printed out:
ROUND 1 IS NOT COMPLETED YET.
AT A LATER TIME.

PLEASE TRY AGAIN

and the program terminates.
If the response is YES then the following output is
provided:
' WHAT IS YOUR NAME? (IT WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL.)
YOUR NAME MUST BE FROM 9 to 16 CHARACTERS LONG
INCLUSIVE.
USE BLANKS, IF NECESSARY.
•p

Theinput in response to this question is placed into vari¬
ables U and V and is written on disk in file NAMES.
5-7 shows

the file structure of NAMES.

Figure

An identification

number obtained from the incremented N(l,l)

is issued as in

the following example:
YOUR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR THIS EXPERIMENT IS 4
PLEASE REMEMBER IT FOR FUTURE ROUNDS.
The number in N(l,l)
equal to "l”*

4

is placed in N and cell N(1,N+1)

is set
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U

V

Participant 1
Participant 2

Participant P

Figure 5-7

File Structure of NAMES
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If S

contains

more rounds

a number other than

have been completed,

the

"0",

i.e.

if one or

following output is

produced:
WHAT IS YOUR ID NUMBER?
and the identification number issued in round 1 is

inputted

and placed into variable N.
The value in element N(1,N+1)
contains

a

"1"

then the

is

checked.

following output,

as

If this

cell

an example,

results:
ROUND 2 IS NOT COMPLETED YET.
AT A LATER TIME.
Thus,

in a given round,

ensure

PLEASE TRY AGAIN

the identification number is used to

that each participant signs on and interacts

Files

QUESTS

of dimension Q.

is

read as

Next,

8 string variables

The total possible set of such

COMRNDl,

COMRND2,

COMRND3,

COMRND4,

number will be determined by
in BASE.

in an array

the appropriate comments

opened.

COMRNDl contains

files

files

is

are

five:

and COMRND5.

The

the number of rounds

the comments

only once.

entered

exact

specified

(discussed
%

below)

by each participant in round 1,

round 2,

etc.

completed),
read - one

Based on the value of S

at most,

two

containing the

files

of this

comments

COMRND2

refers

(the number of rounds
family are opened and

of the previous

one to contain the comments of the present round.
ception to this

rule occurs when only one

opened and written in round 1.

to

file,

round and
The ex¬

COMRNDl,

is
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In all rounds

(excluding

the

final summary

all participants

after completion of all

ing instructions

are provided:

rounds)

available to
the

follow¬

ALL QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ANSWERED ON A SCALE RANGING
FROM A LOW OF 1 TO A HIGH OF 10
IF YOU WISH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ANY QUESTION
ANSWER 99.

.

File ROUNDS
the numerical

is

read for matrix A - A is

responses

used to enter

from the participants.

(consisting of the first three string variables
QUESTS)

is

then printed out in sequence,

Each question
read from

for example:

QUESTION 1 - LINE 1 OF 3
QUESTION 1 - LINE 2 of 3
QUESTION 1 - LINE 3 of 3
For all

rounds,

but the

made by the participants
as

in the

first,

a bar graph of the responses

in the previous

round is printed out

following example:

THE RESULTS OF ROUND 1 FOR QUESTION 1 WERE AS FOLLOWS:

10

I
I

8

I
I

6

I

4

I
I
I

X

I

XXX

2

X

x

I

X

X

X

X

123456789
RESPONSE
This

information is obtained from reading

5-8 shows

the

file structure of GRAPH.

10

file GRAPH.

Figure

The updating of this

Question 1

Question 2

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
I

1

1

1

1

»

i

i

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

i

i

1

1

i

1
)

I
1

i
i
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Question Q

Figure 5-8

File Structure of GRAPH

i
l

'

!

1

li
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file will be discussed below.
This

is

followed on all

selection of comments

rounds,

but the

from the previous

first,

round as

by a

in the

fol¬

lowing example:
SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS ON THIS QUESTION FROM ROUND 1 WERE:
COMMENT 1 ON QUESTION 1 - LINE 1 OF 3
COMMENT 1 ON QUESTION 1 - LINE 2 OF 3
COMMENT 1 ON QUESTION 1 - LINE 3 OF 3
COMMENT 2 ON QUESTION 1
COMMENT 2 ON QUESTION 1

- LINE 1 OF 2
- LINE 2 OF 2

Significant comments presented in each round are se¬
lected by the moderator via program STATUS
low) .

Figure

series of

5-9

files.

printed out as

If

Z

the file structure for the COMRND_
contains

significant; if

string variables

WHAT

shows

(discussed be¬

a
Z

"l"

J$,

contains

K$,
a

and L$

"0",

these

are not printed out.

The program then requests

a numerical response:

IS YOUR RESPONSE FOR THIS

ROUND?

Hie input,

if it passes

trix A and is
Figure

5-10

all error checks,

shows

the file structure of

placed in ma¬

+ 1

input is

thru

(S+l)*Q

ROUNDS.

placed in A(I,N)
(Note:

S
of

N = the user's

where:

contains
rounds

the number
completed.)

identification number

If the user inputs
variables

is

eventually re-written into file ROUNDS.

Thus the user's
I = q*s

are

99

read from QUESTS

then the

five remaining string

are printed out.

The contents
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Z

L$

K$

J$

Question 1
Question 2

•
Participant 1
•

•
•

1

i
i
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
l
l

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

Question Q
1

i
i

i
t

i
i

1
1

i

i

1

i

i

1

1
1
1
1

i
.
i
i

'
•
•
•

1
r
'
•

1

1

1
1

1
I

1

1

1
1

>
l

1

Question 1
•
Question 2
•
•
Participant P

*

•

|

•

*

i
—

o

1
1
1
1

Question Q

Figure 5-9 - File Structure of COMRND_ Files
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Participant
12

:_._. _ _p

Question 1
Question 2
1

1

1
1

1

i

1

i

r

•
Round 1

1

1

i

1

1
1

i
i

)

1

.

i

I
i
i
i
i

Question Q

•

i
i

1
i
i

•

i

i
»

Question 1
Question 2
Round R

1

i

r

I

i

i
i

1

i

Question Q

Figure

5-10

i

1
l

File Structure of ROUNDS

i
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of these variables

are used to supplement the basic informa¬

tion in the questions,.
definitions,
response.

etc.

They may contain clarification,

that may help the user to

After printing this

formulate his

information out

the program

loops back and requests:
WHAT

IS YOUR RESPONSE FOR THIS ROUND?
After the

response is

accepted

(after error checking)

the program now prints out:
DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS TO SUPPORT YOUR RESPONSE?
9

and,

on the first question only,

adds

the following direc¬

tions :
ALL COMMENTS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES.
IF A
LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK (SPACE), A COMMA, AND
CARRIAGE RETURN.
DO NOT USE COMMAS OTHERWISE.
The comments

are placed into J$,

K$

and L$

and are

the appropriate COMRND_ file preceeded by variable
equal to

"0".

with Figure

the COMRND_ files

of computer words

it is

pointer location for the

is

contain

a variable number

to

find the starting

retrieval of any particular set of

Instead a matrix of starting pointer locations

created in P.

used as

accordance

not possible to use an algorithm

is done elsewhere in the programs)

comments.

Z set

5-9.

Since the string variables

(as

are organized in

filed in

Matrix P is

filed in POINTER and is

then

the source of information for the pointer operations

required in the use of The COMRND_ files.

Figure

5-11 shows
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Rounds

Question 1
Question 2

1
1
1
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1

1
1
1
1
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1
1
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I
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1
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Figure

5-11

File Structure of POINTER
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the

file structure

for POINTER.

The final pointer location
the new comments

file is placed in variable K7.

At this point
in the program.

from the drum unit holding

final housekeeping operations

Variable T is

incremented by

are begun

1.

This

is

a

counter representing the number of users who have partici¬
pated in a given round.
If

T=P

the variable

is

reset to

"0"

(since all partici¬

pants have then completed the round and a new round should
be readied).

K7

is

reset to

"0"

will be used in the next round).
mented by 1.

S

contains

Variable W is

set to

pation by the users

(since

a new COMRND_ file

Variable S

the number of rounds

"1".

This will prevent

until the moderator has

comments

given in the round just

a subset

(perhaps,

all)

is

also incre¬

completed.
further partici¬

reviewed the

completed and has

selected

of these to be presented in the next

round.
In all cases,
participants
of this

is

reset to

"0".

then re-written into

If T contains
if appropriate)
10 matrix.

which has prevented other

from accessing the files during the operation

program,

and Y are

variable Y,

a

"0"

Variables P,Q,R,S,T,W,K7,

file PARAS.

(after incrementing and reseting

matrix G is

updated.

This matrix is

For each question the number of

responses

a Q by
that

were 1 are counted and the sum is placed in the first cell of
the question's

row;

the same procedure

is

followed for all
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responses

through 10.

This matrix is

This

is

repeated for all questions.

then filed in GRAPH.

In the second round this matrix is

used to create

output bar graph presented for each question.
of each round the

file is

the

At the end

updated and the old data is

destroyed.
Additionally,

if the round has been completed,

T has been reset to
are also reset

to

"0",

"0".

elements were set to
was

accepted by

elements N(l,2)
As

i.e.

if

through N(1,P+1)

described above each of these

"1" when each identification number

the program.

At the

completion of the round

these elements will have been all set to
set for the start of the new round.

"1"

and must be re¬

The N matrix is

then

re-written in file NUM.
Program STATUS.

This

to monitor the progress
The program requires
File PARAS
file

contains

the dimensions

is

and the status

first read.

This

the basic parameters
of all matrices

any given moment.
as

used by the moderator
of the exercise.

16K of core.

gram but also concisely

seven options

program is

is

essential since

this

that not only determine

and arrays

used by the pro¬

state the status of the program at

The moderator is offered a choice of
follows:
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THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU:
1 PARAMETERS AND CURRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENT
2 QUESTIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
3 CHANGES TO QUESTIONS AND/OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
4 NAMES OF PARTICIPANTS
5 NUMERICAL RESPONSES
6 PREVIOUS ROUND BAR GRAPHS
7 COMMENTS REVIEW
If W contains
following is
NOTE:

a

"1",

i.e.

if a round has been

an example of a note

completed,

appended to

the above list:

ROUND 1 HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
THE EXPERIMENT CAN¬
NOT CONTINUE UNTIL A SELECTION OF COMMENTS HAS
BEEN MADE FROM ROUND 1 TO BE PRESENTED IN
ROUND 2 . TO DO THIS INPUT 7.

The moderator is

then requested to make his

WHAT OPTION DO YOU WANT?
SHOWN ABOVE.

choice:

INPUT THE APPLICABLE NUMBER

The output resulting from a choice of the
is

the

illustrated by the

first option

following example:

PARAMETERS AND CURRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENT:
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS: 9
TOTAL QUESTIONS: 6
TOTAL ROUNDS: 3
CURRENT ROUND: 1
PARTICIPANTS COMPLETING THIS ROUND: 3
These parameters
TICIPANTS"
in Q,

and

ROUND"

is

contained in P,

"TOTAL ROUNDS"

is one plus

completed)

are obtained from PARAS.

and the

during the round,
of the round

(i.e.

If W contains

the

is

"TOTAL PAR¬

"TOTAL QUESTIONS"

contained in R.

contents of S

The

the contents of T and,

a

"1"

the

"1"),

contained

"CURRENT

(the number of rounds

"PARTICIPANTS COMPLETING THIS

W contains

is

ROUND"

is,

at the completion

the contents of P.

"CURRENT ROUND:"

is

replaced by
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"ROUND n COMPLETED" where n represents the round number.

If

S=R then the "CURRENT ROUND" is replaced by "EXPERIMENT COM¬
PLETED".
The output resulting from a selection of the second op¬
tion involves a simple listing of each question in the system
followed by its additional information

(explanatory material).

It is presented in the following form for each of the Q sets
of questions and additional information:
QUESTIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION

1 :
1 - LINE 1 OF 3
1 - LINE 2 OF 3
1 - LINE 3 OF 3

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON QUESTION
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 1 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 1 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 1 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 1 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION - QUESTION 1 -

1 :
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE
LINE

1
2
3
4
5

OF
OF
OF
OF
OF

5
5
5
5
5

This information is obtained by reading the QUESTS file.
Option 3 gives the moderator the capability of changing
or modifying any of the questions and/or the additional in¬
formation.

As the study progresses it may be necessary to

clarify issues that are nebulous or to replace questions of
low interest with questions of greater saiiency to the par¬
ticipants.

The following instructions are offered:

QUESTIONS AND/OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE CHANGED.
ALL QUESTIONS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES. ADDI¬
TIONAL INFORMATION ON EACH QUESTION IS ALLOWED FIVE
TELETYPE LINES.
IF A LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK
(SPACE), A COMMA, AND CARRIAGE RETURN.
DO NOT USE
COMMAS OTHERWISE.
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Questions and/or additional information may be modified.
Specifically which of these is next determined.
DO YOU WISH A QUESTION CHANGED? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.
9

If the response is YES then the following results:
WHICH QUESTION DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? ANSWER BY
NUMBER.
9

The moderator inputs

the number of the question.

This is

followed by:
WHAT IS THE NEW QUESTION 1 ?
The moderator inputs the new question which is followed by:
DO YOU WISH ANOTHER QUESTION CHANGED? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.
9

The cycle repeats for a YES response.

If the response is NO

either at this point or on the first pass the program prints
out:
DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CHANGED? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.
?
If the response is YES then the following output results:
WHICH SET OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DO YOU WISH
CHANGED? ANSWER BY NUMBER.
9

The moderator,

as above,

inputs the number of the set of

additional information to be changed.

This is followed by:

WHAT IS THE NEW ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR QUESTION 1 ?
The new set of additional information is accepted and the pro¬
gram responds with:
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DO YOU WISH MORE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CHANGED? ANSWER
EITHER YES OR NO.

The cycle repeats

for a YES response.

If the response is

NO either at this point or above the option is complete.

As

a last step the questions and the sets of additional inform¬
ation, which have been organized in core as
arrays,

8 one dimensional

are re-written as a new QUESTS file.

The selection of option 4 offers,
between two sub-options.

in general,

a choice

The following is printed out:

DO YOU WISH A LIST OF ALL PARTICIPANTS IN THE EXPERIMENT
OR A LIST OF THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED SO FAR THIS
ROUND? ANSWER EITHER ALL OR ROUND.

If the moderator responds ALL then a list of all those par¬
ticipating in the exercise is printed out.

These names

were accumulated during each participant's first round and
were filed in NAMES.
round is complete,

If variable W contains a "ln,

i.e.

a

then no sub-option is offered and a list

of all participants is printed.
If the moderator responds ROUND,
All elements of matrix N from N(l,2)
checked.

the NUM file is read.
through N(1,P+1)

are

Names from NAMES corresponding to those cells in

N containing a "1" are printed out.

These names will belong

to those users who have participated so far in the current
round.

If variable S contains a "0",

i.e.

the first round

is not yet finished, no sub-option is offered and only a
list of all participants to date is printed out.
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THE RESULTS OF ROUND 1 FOR QUESTION 1 WERE AS FOLLOWS:

10 I
I

8 I
I

6 I
I
4

1
I

x
x

2 1

xxx

I_X_X_X_x_x_

123456789
RESPONSE
This

is

similar to

the output made in program STINT if the

first option were taken.
out is

10

The data required for this print¬

contained in file GRAPH and is

updated at the end of

each round.
Option
round,

i.e.

7 may be exercised only at the completion of a
if variable W contains

been completed then a note is
ing of options

a

"1".

If a round has

appended to the original

indicating that the exercise of option

list¬
7

is

required.
If a round has

not been completed and option 7

lected then output similar to

the

is

following example is

se¬
gen¬

erated:
ROUND 2 IS NOT COMPLETED YET. SELECTION OF COMMENTS
OCCURS ONLY AT THE END OF A ROUND.
Otherwise

the program will print out for each question the

comments made by all participants
These comments
file.

concerning that question.

are obtained from the

The program then prints out:

appropriate COMRND_
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PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT EACH COMMENT
PRESENTED IN THE NEXT ROUND. ANSWER EITHER YES OR NO.
and for each comment in sequence prints out in the form of
the example:
COMMENT 1 ?
t

If the moderator responds YES the Z variable associated with
the three string variables containing that comment is set to
"1".

If the response is NO no change is made,

Z continues

to hold "0".

i.e.

variable

The P matrix filed in POINTER is

used to locate all comments.
At the completion of option 7 variable W
a surrogate)

is reset to "0n

(using W1 as

and the next round may begin.

All options in STATUS may be exercised by the moderator
in any order and any number of times per round
option 7).

(except for

At the completion of an option the following is

printed out:
DO YOU WISH TO EXERCISE ANOTHER OPTION? ANSWER EITHER
YES OR NO.
,

If the response is YES the program begins the cycle again by
requesting the number of the new option desired.

If the re¬

sponse is NO the program terminates.

Summary

This chapter has reviewed a working model of an inter¬
active MIS based on the theoretical analysis provided in the
previous chapters.
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The MIS gives
modules

into

flexibly organize

a desired hierarchical structure.

accomplish this
gories:

to a user the ability to

the programs

In order to

are organized into two

cate¬

the system and the module.

The system category contains one program
its

associated file.

This

is

the tool

MIS

for a particular application.

(STINT)

used to organize the

A master module is

nated and information on the structure of the MIS
tained on file in this module.

Each module is

area on the timesharing system.

module

number,

access

the access

ture designating subordinate modules

code
are

is

desig¬
con¬

contained in

a separate access
the

with

For each

and a list struc¬
contained in the

master file.
The module
DELPHI,

and STATUS).

through various
grams;

category contains

These programs

files.

greatly from the parameters

results
access

arrived at in its
into other than its

ible.

It was

(BASE,

all interrelated
these pro¬

in one module may differ

in another module.

an interactive Delphi.

The system was

are

Each module will utilize

although the parameters

organized as

three programs

The module is

A module may obtain the

subordinate modules,

but

cannot

own subordinate modules.

designed to be both interactive

and flex¬

also designed in such a way that relatively in¬

experienced users might be able
and contribute to

to successfully participate

the management information system.
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The next and last chapter will take a final overview of
the system described..
rections

It will also take a look at some di¬

for future research in this

area.

\
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Footnotes

1.

Assuming the maximum of five modules subordinate to
each module for five levels, the total equals 1+5
+ 25 + 125 + 625 = 781.

2.

In the BASICX programming language on the UMASS system
a simple alphanumeric variable may contain up to 8
alphanumeric characters and occupies one computer word.
A string variable may contain up to 80 alphanumeric
characters and occupies a computer word for every 8
characters or part thereof plus one control word.
Thus anywhere from 2 to 11 words may be written on
disk for each string variable entry.
For example a
variable containing 35 characters would occupy 6
computer words.

3.

Under some conditions it might be preferable to issue
random numbers to the partipants.
This could be done
by using the RND(X) function and saving the numbers
created.

4.

In BASIC/BASICX on the UMASS system a subscripted array
and a simple variable may unambigously have the same
simple alphabetic name, e.g. N.
v

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS

The

last chapter described a working model of

an inter¬

active management information system designed on the basis
of a hierarchical arrangement of Delphi modules.

These

modules were self-contained but results obtained in any
module

could be read by its

archical structure.

immediate superior in the hier¬

The programs

and the files

required for

the operation of such an MIS were described and examples of
output

to the

This
cal

user

(participant or moderator)

were shown.

final chapter will summarize the general theoreti¬

framework presented in the dissertation and its

poration into the working model of an MIS.
outline some
research.

areas

that may possess

Using the current status

will suggest questions
serve to expand the
from this

It will

potential
of the MIS

incor¬
also

for further
as

a base it

for further exploration that may

flexibility and capabilities

approach to MIS

resulting

design.

Summary

The organization was
tion.

It was

looked upon as

tem the organization was,
vironment.

viewed as

an entity not in isola¬

an open system.

by definition,

Between such a system and its

an interchange.

This

As

an open sys¬

affected by its

en¬

environment exists

interchange may consist of materials.
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men,
is

information,

singly

or

in

a

completely

nevertheless

a

system may be more

or

to

a

interacting

environment.

a

The

greater or

a

aries

result of
the

in

to

less

the

interactions

turn,

is

an

is

open,

a key

of

i.e.

capable

factor

its

in

the

the organization.

occurring

or modifies

it

abstraction

across

changed or modified

changes

Although

lesser extent with

characteristics

organization

them and,

system is

degree of openness

determination of many
As

closed

combination.

that

of

true

etc.

in

elements

its

bound¬

reaction
within

to

the

environment.
An analogy with
attempts

the human body was

to maintain

the

logical

variables

This

achieved through

tem.

is

The

in

within

adapt

to

the body but

ranges"

may

change

Viewed in

the

the organization
capable

of goal

its
in

choices.

general,

an

viewed as

a

dynamic

light of

is

at

feedback

attempting

a hierarchy

the most

changing,

in

in

i.e.

sys¬

to homeoa static way

the

inferred

the

context

a

information.

of

differing models

of

"acceptable

systems

sophisticated

its

analyzed

could not be

that

complex

manner,

physio¬

(homeostasis).

environment but not

reviewed within

view was

critical

ranges

unusually

Information was

context arose

certain

The body

also.

Information was
tive

of

acceptable

organization was

statically
as

values

drawn.

as

capability

level,

i.e.

adaptive movements.
that which

derived

reduces

alterna¬

from data but,

automatically.
a model.

in

Data had to be

Out of data within

A clear implication

of

applied to

data,

the

same

this
in
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general,

resulted in differing

"pieces"

A sub-set of the organizational
cerned only with information was
gence was
with the
or its

looked at as

adaptive process

next studied.

an organizational

con¬

Intelli¬

function

concerned

reconciliation of information into a coherent whole

definition of the

could be reasonably
always

of information.

purposeful,

alternative interpretations

inferred.
i.e.

that

Intelligence was viewed as

it could be

judged only in terms of

a specific question or set of questions.

Additionally the

data under study must originate both internal to the organ¬
ization and internal to the environment.
tion of the organization involves

the

Successful adapta¬

utilization of data

from both sources.
Strategic intelligence was
concerned with

the long range,

jectives of the organization,

that branch of intelligence
with the very goals

and with questions

and ob¬

that affect

a significant part of the total effort of the organization.
It could be oriented towards
future;

either the present or the

although in most realistic applications

orientations

these two

intertwine so extensively that both orientations

must form an integral part of the intelligence effort.
tegic intelligence may also
forecasting or both.
tain elements

involve elements

Stra¬

of planning,

It deals with uncertainty and may con¬

that are either self-fulfilling or self-de¬

feating.
Strategic intelligence tends

to take on a hierarchical
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aspect.

The decomposition of a complex problem into simpler

(and therefore more manageable)
both natural

and effective.

sub-problems

appears

to be

Such simplification with accom¬

panying specialization reduces

the danger of

overload and allows

from the general to the par¬

a movement

information

ticular.
Intelligence system pathologies
completely eliminated.

Any system designed for strategic

intelligence purposes must
present

take into account

threat and must attempt

The Delphi

technique

ing data that is

can probably not be

is

their omni¬

to minimize their effect.

a systematic method for solicit¬

difficult to quantify.

Through controlled

feedback and a series

of iterations

participant responses

the probability of a better interpre¬

tation of data is
proach

This

interpretation may ap¬

consensus or may result in more sharply defined dif¬

ferences
cise

increased.

involving updating of

among the participants.

involves

The

structure of the exer¬

anonymity which may reduce the influence of

some irrelevant variables.
A Hegelian or a dialectical
sophical approach that is
ill-defined,

appropriate to problems

have opposing objectives,

experience or intuition.
It is

inquiry system is

This

in the clash of ideas

the

that

are

and require human

system is

that

a philo¬

a conflictual one.

assumptions behind

different positions will be exposed and subjected to rigor¬
ous

challenge.

Out of this

dialectic will

arise a more in-
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formed analysis

and interpretation of the data.

Strategic intelligence does

not

fit the traditional

%

mold of management science,
problems.

which deals with well structured

Instead it closely

appropriate

for a Hegelian

fits

the mold described as

inquiry

system.

tured problem requiring much human
recognition"

it calls

or,
be

there

at least,
required by

are policy

an ill-struc¬

judgement and

forth different models

attempt to infer information
tionally

As

"pattern

from those who

from a given set of data.

considerations,

i.e.

the

Addi¬

acceptance

toleration of the interpretation achieved may
some of

all of

the participants.

The human information processor is

particularly effi¬

cient at abstracting patterns but inefficient at processing
more than a small set of data.
other hand,

is

efficient at

The digital

the processing of

efficient at pattern recognition,
may be

considered as

for the

computer,

a search

on the

data and in¬

where pattern recognition

for invariants,

i.e.a quest

familiar in a data-rich environment.

A management information system designed as

a tool

for

organizational strategic intelligence applications has been
described.

This

working model was
The

MIS was based on a two tier design
implemented on the UMASS

fundamental building block was

based module.

A single module

and a

timesharing system.

an interactive Delphi

consisting of three programs

and associated files was

located in

on disk.

designed to be operated singly and

The module was

an individual

access

area
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autonomously as a single Delphi exercise.
The MIS consisted of interconnection of the basic modules
into a hierarchical structure.

A particular structure has to

be created for a particular strategic intelligence applica¬
tion.

Results

from subordinate modules were made available

to their immediately superior module.

Except for this inform¬

ation flow capability all modules were designed so as to be
independent of all other modules.
The described MIS was designed as a working model and
not for an application for a particular organization within
a particular environment.

The goal was

feasibility of the design approach.
systems of this

to demonstrate the

It is suggested that

type may serve as a valuable adjunct to more

traditional management information systems.

Areas for Further Research

As stated above the MIS described would probably require
adaptation for a particular area of application.

The maximum

value that a parameter can assume within a module,

the number

of string variables contained in each comment or question,
and the maximum number of levels in the hierarchy are all ex¬
amples of possible such adjustments.

Such changes,

in gen¬

eral, would not involve more than a minimal amount of re-pro¬
gramming.

The areas for further research to be suggested in

this section are more significant or far-reaching than these.
Answers or responses obtained in any investigation are
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no better than the questions asked.
the wrong question,
correct

Responses obtained to

even if consensus is achieved, may be

(in some sense)

but irrelevant to the study.

Program

STATUS offers the moderator the option of changing or modi¬
fying questions during an exercise.

Such modification would

normally be the result of participant inputs or an attempt to
clarify or to reduce ambiguity in a question.
The basis for the initial set of questions, however, has
not been investigated.

This initial set could be the result

of inputs from the participants; but the selection of partici
pants is heavily dependent on the questions needing answers.
Thus,

although an adaptive capability with respect to ques¬

tions is built into the MIS the development of an approach to
making the initial selection has not been considered.
The second area for further study involves the weight¬
ing of participant or expert response.

Implicit in the de¬

scribed MIS is an equal weighting of responses
ticipants.

for all par¬

Under some circumstances varied degrees of ex¬

pertise in the subject area on the part of different partici¬
pants might warrant different weightings,

e.g.

a participant

with greater expertise might merit a heavier weight than a
participant with less expertise in the relevant area.

If

this refinement is considered applicable then the determina¬
tion of the appropriate weightings becomes important.
question of who should determine the weightings comes
the fore.

There appear to be three possible answers:

The
to
the
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participant,

an objective outsider

(perhaps the moderator),

or the system itself.
The participant might rate himself
ranging from 0

to 1)

(e.g.

on a scale

on his own degree of expertise in the

area under consideration.

This factor could then be used to

weight his responses throughout the exercise.

In two dif¬

ferent areas the same participant might weight his responses
quite differently.

If some of the participants have a per¬

sonal involvement in the outcome of the exercise the results
will be biased by their assignment of weights greater than
that objectively justified.

In an exercise involving no such

involvement this approach might have some merit.
An outside weighter might be considered in some cases.
However,

in areas involving significant technical knowledge

or experience only an expert can judge.

The question may

then be asked whether or not this objective outsider posses¬
sing such a background should not himself participate as an
expert.
Another approach to weighting might be to build into
the MIS a learning feature.

The system could assume equal

weighting for all participants as a starting point.

After

every strategic intelligence study the weighting factors
could be updated,

i.e.

either reduced or increased.

A par¬

ticipant could be rated on more than one area of expertise.
The difficulty here is the determination of what basis to
use to increase or decrease the weights.

It cannot be argued
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that the "success" or "failure" of the intelligence estimate
provides the rationale.

Estimates may be inherently self-

defeating or self-fulfilling.

Beyond this it may be diffi¬

cult to judge what is a good estimate.

If it is granted

that a good intelligence estimate was obtained it may be
difficult to determine which participants contributed most
to it.
Thus the question of non-equal weighting is a complex
one but one that possesses significant potential for further
research.
A third area is that of presentation of the previous
round results.

The MIS model described presents numerical
r

responses in the form of a histogram.

This format prevents

the loss of information through filtering or statistical
condensation.

The question of whether or not this is the

best format in a particular application remains an open one.
A fourth area involves expansion of the capability of
the described MIS so as to include access into data bases
outside of those directly required as MIS files.

At present

a simple approach to the obtaining of additional data is
provided in the QUESTS file.
moderator when required.

This may be updated by the

Between rounds within a module

access to additional data beyond this must be obtained else¬
where.

It should be possible to expand the options available

to the participants so as to provide access to,

at least,

some independently established data bases of known file
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structure.
In short the described interactive hierarchical Delphi
based MIS is a first step towards the development of an
effective organizational tool for application in strategic
intelligence.
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APPENDIX

A

IDENTIFICATION OF VARIABLES
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THE SYSTEM

Program STINT
Simple Variables:
A - access number
C - access code
H
I - subscripting variables,
J

indexes

K - counter containing next pointer location avail
able in file HIER
L - number of levels in the hierarchy
LI
L2
- indexes
L3
L4
S - number of modules directly subordinate to
another module
SI - number of modules directly subordinate to the
level 1 module
*

S2 - number of modules directly subordinate to a
level 2 module
* S3 - number of modules directly subordinate to a
level 3 module
S4 - number of modules directly subordinate to a
level 4 module
T - number of modules at a given level
X - pointer location
Y - option number

(1 or 2)

Z - pointer location
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Subscripted Variables:
M - matrix of pointer locations of subordinate module
information (option 1)
- matrix of pointer locations of subordinate module
information for level 1 module only (option 2)
N - matrix of pointer locations of subordinate module
information for level 2 module
0 - matrix of pointer locations of subordinate module
information for level 3 module
P - matrix of pointer locations of subordinate module
information for level 4 module
Q - dummy matrix of pointer locations of subordinate
module information for level 5 module

THE MODULE

Common
Simple Variables:
I
J - miscellaneous indexes
K
K7 - pointer location for start of next comment
P - number of participants
Q - number of questions
R - number of rounds
S - number of rounds completed
T - number of participants completing current round
^ - alphanumeric variables containing name of partic¬
ipant
W - switch to indicate end of round; prevents DELPHI
from proceeding until comments are reviewed by
STATUS (l=hold, 0=do not hold)
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Y - switch to prevent two participants from accessing
files at the same time; it is set to 1 at the
start of a DELPHI execution and reset to 0 at the
end
Z - switch to indicate whether or not particular
comment will be presented in the next round
(l=present, 0=do not present)
Subscripted Variables:
A - matrix containing numerical responses
1st dimension:
number of questions x number of
rounds
2nd dimension:
number of participants
B$
C$ - string variable arrays containing questions
D$
dimension:
number of questions
E$
F$
G$ - string variable array containing additional
H$
information
1$
dimension:
number of questions
J$
K$ - string variable arrays containing comments
L$
dimension:
number of participants
G - matrix of data for bar graph plots
1st dimension:
number of questions
2nd dimension:
10
N - matrix containing identification information
1st dimension:
1
2nd dimension:
number of participants +1
N(l,l) - counter for assigning ID numbers; each
additional cell acts as a switch to indicate
whether or not a participant (by ID number) has
taken part during the current round (^partici¬
pated, 0=not participated)
P - matrix of pointers for comment locations
1st dimension:
number of questions x number of
participants
2nd dimension:
number of rounds
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Program BASE

(Unique)

Simple Variables:
A - access number read from HIER file
C - access code read from HIER file
Al -- access number of master module
Cl ■- access code'of master module
A2 -- access number of interrogating module
C2 -- access code of interrogating module
SI -- alphanumeric variable indicating whether or not
the subordinate module option is exercised
(YES or NO)
S2 -- alphanumeric variable indicating whether or not
the initializing option is exercised (YES or NO)
S9 -- surrogate for S
Subscripted Variables:
M - matrix of pointer locations of modules directly
subordinate to interrogating module
0 - matrix of pointer locations of modules two
levels subordinate to interrogating module
Program DELPHI

(Unique)

Simple Variables:
alphanumeric variable indicating whether or not
the current entry into the system is the par¬
ticipant's first (YES or NO)

F

G
H
K
K1

- miscellaneous pointer settings

N - identification number of current participant
X - variable used as surrogate for S
Subscripted Variables:
None
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Program STATUS

(Unique)

Simple Variables:
W1 - variable used as a surrogate for W
XI - option number selected
X2 - alphanumeric variable indicating whether or
not a question is to be changed (YES or NO)
X3 - number of question to be changed
X4 - alphanumeric variable indicating whether or
not additional information is to be changed
(YES or NO)
X5 - number of set of additional information to
be changed
X6 - alphanumeric variable indicating type of list
of participants desired (ALL or ROUND)
X7 - alphanumeric variable indicating whether or
not a comment is to be presented in the next
round (YES or NO)
X8 - alphanumeric variable indicating whether or
not another option is to be exercised (YES or
NO)
Subscripted Variables:
None

APPENDIX

b

IDENTIFICATION OF FILES
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THE SYSTEM

HIER - contains the access numbers, access codes and the
hierarchical relationship between all modules in the
system

THE MODULE

COMRNDl - contains the comments made by participants in
round 1; contains data from three string varia¬
bles (J$, K$, L$) and one simple variable (Z)
per question per participant
COMRND2 - similar to above but contains comments from round 2
COMRND3 - similar to above but contains comments from round 3
COMRND4 - similar to above but contains comments from round 4
COMRND5 - similar to above but contains comments from round 5
GRAPH - contains data from subscripted variable G;
plot bar graphs on previous round

used to

NAMES - contains data from two simple alphanumeric variables
(U,V) holding a name for each participant
NUM - contains data from subscripted variable N
PARAS - contains data from 8 simple variables (P,Q,R,S,T,W,
K7, Y) with various parameter and status information
POINTER - contains data from subscripted variable P
QUESTS - contains data from 8 alphanumeric variables holding
both the module questions (B$, C$, D$) and the sets
of additional information (E$, F$, G$, H$, 1$)
ROUNDS - contains data from subscripted variable A

NOTE:

all files are binary.
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THE SYSTEM

Program STINT:
•' » - *r<

-v

.—.-***:

-V

v7

-

«; r vr*"!hn**

^

7*-^ **

Tipsy*

-r?2r»^.v^ fTr-i

10 DIM M<D5),NC1,5),0(1,5),P<1,5),Q<1,5)
20 OPEN 1.» "H I ER"
30 PRINT "THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE:"
40 PRINT "
1. INITIAL SET-UP OF SYSTEM ORGANIZATION"
50 PRINT "
2. PRINT OUT OF SYSTEM ORGANIZATION"
60 PRINT
70 PRINT "WHICH OPTION DO YOU WISH? ENTER NUM3ER."
80 INPUT Y
\ 90 IF Y=2 THEN 330
100 IF Y= i THEN 1 30
110 PRINT "INPUT MUST BE EITHER 1 OR 2. PLEASE TRY AGAIN."
120 GO TO 80
125 #
130 PRINT "HOW MANY LEVELS IN THE SYSTEM";
140 INPUT L
160 IF L<1 THEN 1100
170 IF L>5 THEN 1100
180 IF L<>INT(L) THEN 1100
190 PRINT "FOR LEVEL 1 :"
200 J= 1
210 GOSUB 800
220 FOR I-2TOL
230 N= T-N
240 PRINT
250 T=N
260 PRINT "FOR LEVEL"; I ; ":
270 FOR J =I TON
280 GOSUB 800
290 NEXT J
300 NEXT I
305 CLOSE 1
310 STOP
320 #
330 PRINT
340 PRINT "LEVEL 1
LEVEL 2 , LEVEL 3
LEVEL 4
LEVEL 5"
350 READ Cl) A, Cj SI
- 360 MAT READ (1)M
370 PRINT A:A
380 FOR L 1 = 1 TOS 1
390 X=M( DL1 )
400 SETPTR LX
41 0 » READ Cl) A* Cj S2
420 MAT READ C 1 ) N
430 PRINT
_ _"SAtjA_kwi**,
—~
-—

\

}

-

1

i

i
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*

440
450
460
470
430
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620

} 630
L 640

FOR L2=1T0S2
X=NC!* L2)
SETPTR 1,X.
READ Cl) A, C* S3
MAT READ Cl) 0
PRINT ”
FOR L3=1T0S3
X= OC 1,L3)
SETPTR 1,X
READ Cl) A, Cj S4
MAT READ C 1 ) P
PRINT ” ”, ” ”, As A
FOR L4=1TOS4
X = PC1, L 4 )
SETPTR 1,X
READ Cl) A, C
MAT READ Cl) Q
PRINT ”
” ”, ”
NEXT L4
NEXT L3
NEXT L2
NEXT LI
CLOSE 1
STOP

HM'ltfJ11

;,wysri,fi

m;A5A

”;A:A

650
660
670
680 #
800 PRINT ”WHAT IS THE ACCESS NUMBER FOR MODULE”;JJ
, 810 INPUT ASA
.820 PRINT ”WHAT IS THE ACCESS CODE FOR MODULE”;j;
830 INPUT Cs A
840 S=0
850 IF I =L THEN 880
860 PRINT ”HOW MANY MODULES ARE DIRECTLY SUBORDINATE TO THIS MODULE”
870 INPUT S
88 0 WRITE Cl) A, C, S
890 FOR H-1TOS
900 MC1,H)=K+H*8
910 NEXT H
920 FOR H=S*1T05
930 MC1*H) = 9999
940 NEXT H
950 MAT WRITE Cl) M
; 955 IF S = 0 THEN 970
, 960 K=M(liS)
970 GETPTR 1,Z
980 T=T+S
990 RETURN
1000 #
1100 PRINT ”THE NUMBER OF LEVELS MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND 5.*
1110 PRINT ”PLEASE TRY AGAIN.”
1t20 GO TO 140
9999 END
^
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THE MODULE

Program BASE:

-

f

..

10 # STINT MODULE 3ASE
>
20 DIM AC 50, 15),MC1, 16),PC 150,5>,MC1,5),OC1,5)
30 PRINT "DO YOU WISH ACCESS TO SUBORDINATE MODULE RESULTS? ANSWER"
43 PRINT "EITHER YES OR NO."
50 INPUT SI:A
60 IF S1 = "NO" THEM 900
70 IF S1="YES" THEN 90
33 GOSUB 2300
35 GO TO 52
90 PRINT "FOR THE MASTER MODULE PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING:"
100 PRINT "
ACCESS NUMBER";
110 INPUT A1:A
120 PRINT "
CODE";
130 INPUT Cl:A
140 PRINT
153 PRINT "FOR THIS MODULE PLEASE SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING:"
163 PRINT "
ACCESS NUMBER";
170 INPUT A2:A
130 PRINT "
CODE";
190 INPUT C2:A
200 IF A1 = A2 THEM 220
210 ACCESS A1,C1
/ >
220 OPEN 1,"HIER"
230 GETPTR I,K,L
240 FOR I=1TOL/3
253 READ Cl) Aj C.» S
263 MAT READ Cl) M
270 IF A=A2 THEN 333
23 0 NEXT I
290 PRINT "ACCESS NUMBER DOES NOT MATCH MASTER FILE. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.
300 IF A1 = A2 THEN 320.
313 ACCESS A2, C2
320 GO TO 140
330 FOR I 1 = 170S
340 X=MCL I1)
350 SETPTR LX
360 READ Cl) A, C, SI
370 MAT READ C1) 0
330 ACCESS A, C
390 OPEN 3j "PARAS"
400 READ C 3 ) P, Q,R, S9, T, W,K7,Y
410 CLOSE 3
415 MAT P=ZERCQ*P*R)
420 OPEN 4* "POINTER"
430 MAT READ C4) P
440, CLOSE 4
..
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-*1

ir

450
455
460
470
430
490
500
51 0
520530
540
550
560
570
53 0
590
602

61 3
61 5
623
630
632
634
636
633
643
645
650
660
670
63 0
63 5
690
700
710
720
733
740
750
760
770
73 0
790
800
310

315

n -r-r-

-5* iiyryjv;

-

7 ^rry^-p

IF S9 = R THEN 490
PRINT
PRINT "MODULE ";A:A;"HAS NOT BEEN COMPLETED YET. PLEASE TRY AGAIN"
PRINT "LATER."GO TO 320
ON S9-1 GO TO 500* 520> 540> 560
OPEN Aj "COMRND1 "
GO TO 570
OPEN Aj "C0MRND2"
GO TO 570
OPEN Aj "C0MRMD3"
GO TO 570
OPEN 4>"COMRND4"
OPEN 5.»"QUESTS"
FOR 1=1TOQ
READ (5) BS( I ) * CSC I)> DSC I ).» ESC I )j FSC I) > G$C I)>HS( I ) U ISC I)
NEXT I
CLOSE 5
PRINT
PRINT "RESULTS FROM MODULE "JA:A;":"
PRINT
OPEN 6, "GRAPH"
x
MAT G=ZER(Qj 10)
.
MAT READ C6) G
CLOSE 6
FOR J=1TOQ
PRINT
PRINT B$(J)
PRINT CSCJ)
PRINT DSC J)
PRINT
GOSUB 2100
PRINT."FINAL SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS ON THIS QUESTION WERE:"
PRINT
FOR K=JTOQ*PSTEP Q
K1=?(Kj>S9-1 )
SETPTR Aj Kl
READ ( 4 ) Z.» J S> KS> L $
IF Z=0 THEN 790
PRINT JS
PRINT KS
PRINT LS
•
NEXT K
NEXT J
ACCESS A2,C2
CLOSE 4
NEXT II
CLOSE 1
'

320
330
890 *
900 PRINT
90 5 PRINT "DO YOU WISH
L — 910 PRINT "YES OR NO."
...

TO

INITIALIZE THIS MODULE? ANSWER EITHER"
.

.

.

■

I ri -/'W.

--• i

-Jl*.
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920 INPUT S2:A
930 IF S2= ’’NO” THEM 9999
940 IF S2= "YES’' THEN 970
950 GOSU3 2000
952 GO TO 920
955 #
960 # INITIALIZE "PARAS” FILE
970 PRINT
930 PRINT "FOR THE EXPERIMENT PLEASE
990 PRINT
1000 PRINT ”
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF
1010 PRINT ”
IS ALLOWED.)”
1020 INPUT P
,
1030 IF P>15 THEN 1890
1343 IF P<! THEN 1893
1050 IF ?<>INTCP) THEN 1393
1060 PRINT
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF
13 72 PRINT ”
IS ALLOWED. >”
108 0 PRINT ”
10 90 INPUT Q
1 100 IF Q>12 THEN 1920
1110 IF ,Q< 1 THEN 19 20
11 20 IF Q<>INT(Q) THEN 1920
1 1 30 PRINT
WHAT IS THE NUMBER OF
1 1 40 PRINT ”
IS ALLOWED.)”
1 1 50 PRINT ”
.1 1 60 INPUT R
1 1 70 IF R>5 THEN 19 50
1130 IF R< 1 THEN 19 50
l 1 90 IF RoINT(R) THEN 1950
1203 PRINT
1213 S,T,V,K7,Y=0
1220 OPEN 1j"PARAS”
1230 WRITE (1) P, Q,R, S,T,W, K7,Y
1243 CLOSE 1
•
N

1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1363
1370
1330
1390
1400

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING

QUESTIONS.”

PARTICIPANTS?

(A.MAXIMUM

OF

QUESTIONS?

1AXIMUM

1 3”

(A

ROUNDS?-(A MAXIMUM

OF

Or

15”

5”

#
tf INITIALIZE "QUESTS" FILE
OPEN 2,"QUESTS”.
PRINT
t 9
PRINT "ALL QUESTIONS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES. ADDI PRINT ”TIONAL INFORMATION ON EACH QUESTION IS ALLOWED FIVE”
PRINT "TELETYPE LINES. IF A LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK”
PRINT ”CSPACE)» A COMMAS AND CARRIAGE RETURN• DO NOT USE”
« 9
PRINT "COMMAS OTH ERWISE.
PRINT
FOR I = 1 TO Q
PRINT "WHAT IS QUESTION"; I ;
INPUT BSC I)
INPUT CSC I)
INPUT DSC I)
PRINT .—
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1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1493
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1563
1570
153 2
1590
1600
1613
1623
1630

'!

PRINT "WlAT ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DO YOU HAVE ON QUESTION"; IS
INPUT ESC I)
INPUT FS( I )
INPUT GSCI)
INPUT HSC I ).
INPUT I SC I)
PRINT
PRINT
WRITE C 2) BSC I)* CSC I)> DSC I> j ESC I ) .» F$( I ) j GSC I ) jH $C I ) * ISC I)
NEXT I
CLOSE 2
#
# INITIALIZE "NUM" FILE
OPEN 3j"NUM"
MAT N = ZER(LP+1)
' MAT WRITE C 3) N
/
'
CLOSE 3
#

# INITIALIZE "NAMES"
OPEN Aj"NAMES"
FOR I = lTOP
U, V="
WRITE C 4) U,V
1640 NEXT I
1650 CLOSE 4

1 660
1 673
1680
1690
1700
,1710
17 40
1750
1760
1770
178 3
1790
13 30
18 1 0
1820
1830
18 43
1350
1360
1370
1333
13 93
1933
’1913
1920
1930
hi. i i

'

1940
*

-—•— - ——

U

FILE
^

,

,* ,/ •

• .
»

rr

*

INITIALIZE "GRAPH" FILE
OPEN 5*"GRAPH"
MAT G= ZERCQ, 13)
MAT WRITE C 5) G
CLOSE 5
#

#

v

# INITIALIZE "ROUNDS" FILE
OPEN oj "ROUNDS"
MAT A=ZERCQ*R,P>
MAT WRITE C 6) A
CLOSE 6 •

#

...

# INITIALIZE "POINTER"
OPEN 7,"POINTER"
MAT P=ZERC Q*P.» R)
MAT WRITE C 7) P
CLOSE 7
GO TO 9999

FILE

#

ERROR MESSAGES
PRINT "THE NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN
PRINT "1 AND 15. PLEASE TRY AGAIN."
GO TO 1020
PRINT "THE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN"
PRINT "1 AND 10. PLEASE TRY AGAIN."
#

GO TO

1090
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V
1953 PRINT "THE NUMBER OF ROUNDS MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND
1963 PRINT "5. PLEASE TRY AGAIN."
*
19 73 GO TO 1160
2003 PRINT "YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.
2010 RETURN
2090 #
21 00 # PRESENTATION OF FINAL BAR GRAPH
21 10 PRINT "THE RESULTS FOR QUESTI ON"JJ;"WERE AS FOLLOWS s"
21 23 PRINT
21 30 FOR I 3=?T01STEP-1
21 40 IF I3/2<>INTC13/2) THEN 218 0
21 42 PRINT USING 2145
21 45 FIELD (1H )
21 50 PRINT USING 2160, 13
21 63 FIELD C 1H-, F4.0, " I ")
21 70 GO TO 2210
2180 PRINT
2190 PRINT USING 2233
2230 FIELD (1H-,4X," I")
2213 FOR I 2=1T010
2223 IF GCJ, I2)<>13 THEN 2270
2230 GCJjI2)=G(J,I 2 > — 1
2240 PRINT USING 2250
2250 FIELD ( 1H-, 3X, "X")
2260 GO TO 2290
2270 PRINT USING 2230
2230 FIELD <1H-,4X)
2290 NEXT 12
2300 PRINT USING 2310 N
2310 FIELD ( 1H + >
2320 NEXT 13
2330 PRINT
2340 PRINT "
10"
3
3
4
5
1
2350 PRINT "
RESPONSE”
2360 PRINT "
2370 PRINT
2330 RETURN
9999 END
X
j'iA jr?T] ■
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Program DELPHI:
—rwrrrrm r- f

10

■-

‘

■

rpw .-.. ..

,-vr-

-■ t

.< *r

^'T* ‘

"Of

# AN .INTERACTIVE DELPHI
DIM AC 50, 1 5),N< 1, 16),PC150,5)

20

30 #
43 # EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
53 OPEN 1,"PARAS"
63 READ (1) P, Q,R, S,T, W,K7,Y
73 IF W=1 THEN 23 20
S3 IF Y=1 THEN 23 50
90 X = S
130 Y=1
1 1 3 REWIND 1
120

130
1 40
153
160
170
130
190
200

21

*

220
233
240
250
260
270
23 0
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
33 3
390
43 0
413
420
430
440
450
463
470
430
490

WRITE Cl) P, Q, R, S, T, W, K7, Y
CLOSE 1
MAT N-= ZERC I , P + 1 )
MAT P = ZERCQ*P,P.)
MAT A=ZERC Q*R, P )
OPEN 2, "NUM"
MAT READ C2) N
N=N(1,1)+1
OPEN 1 , "POINTER**
MAT READ C 1 ) P
CLOSE
it

ID SECTION
IF S<>3 THEN 330
PRINT '
PRINT "IS THIS YOUR FIRST ROUND FOR THIS EXPERIMENT?
PRINT "ANSWER EITHER YES OR NO."
INPUT F:A
IF F ="YES" THEN 440
IF F< >"NO" THEN 1670
\
GO TO 1743
PRINT
PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR ID NUMBER?
INPUT N
PRINT
IF N>P THEN 1700
IF W< 1 THEN 1700
IF IJoiNTCN) THEN 1700.
IF NC1,N+1)<>1 THEN 420
GO TO 1740
IF S=R THEN 650
GO TO 530
OPEN 3,"NAMES"
PRINT
PRINT "WHAT IS YOUR NAME? CIT WILL BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL . ) "
PRINT "YOUR NAME MUST BE FROM 9 TO 16 CHARACTERS LONG"
PRINT "INCLUSIVE. USE BLANKS, IF NECESSARY."
INPUT U: A, V: A__
A-A.— 1
- --it.-.it

■
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533
51 3
523
533
543
553
563
57 G
533
592
633
61 0
623
633
640
653
673

Twrw*

K=2*CN-1)

SETPTR 3,K
WRITE (3) U, V
CLOSE 3
PRINT
PRINT "YOUR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER FOR THIS EXPERIMENT
PRINT "PLEASE REMEMBER IT FOR FUTURE ROUNDS."
PRINT
REWIND 2
N(1»N+1)31

N(U)=N
MAT WRITE (2)
CLOSE 2
# ,

IS"iN

N

# RESPONSE SECTION
U
OPEN 4, "QUESTS"
FOR 1 = 1 TOO
READ (4) 3SC I ) , C SC I ) ^ DSC I ) > ESC I ) , F$< I ) , G S( I ) > H SC I ) , I $C I )

63 3 NEXT I
■
•
693 CLOSE 4
703 IF S=R THEN 780
710 30SU3 2630
720 PRINT "ALL QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ANSWERED ON A SCALE RANGING"
730 PRINT "FROM A LOW OF 1 TO A HIGH OF 13."
740 PRINT "IF YOU WISH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON ANY QUESTION"
753 PRINT "ANSWER 99."
760 OPEN 5* "ROUNDS"
770 MAT READ (5) A
73 0 OPEN 6, "GRAPH"
790 MAT G=ZER(Q*10)
300 MAT READ (6) G
'
810 J=1
320 SETPTR 6jG
330 FOR I=Q*S+1T0(S+1) *Q
843 PRINT
853 PRINT BSCJ)
360 PRINT CSCJ)
370 PRINT DSCJ)
333 PRINT
390 IF S=0 THEN 933
900 GOSUB 3003
963 PRINT
965 IF S=R THEN 933
.
970 GOSUB 2300
' .
930 J=J+1
993 IF S=R THEN 1193
1003 PRINT "
WHAT IS YOUR RESPONSE FOR THIS ROUND?"
10 10 INPUT A( I> N)
1020 IF ACI/N)<>99 THEN 1093
1030 PRINT ESC J-1 )
1040 PRINT F$C J- 1>
10.50 PRINT GSCJ-1 )

‘-WP *1* • %

1?6? PRINT HSC J-l )
l?7?
1?33
1???
1130
111?
112?
11 3?
1 1 4?
115?
116?
117?
1132
1 1 92
120?

it

c:

•ft

►-4

In

PRINT I SC J- 1 >
GO TO 12 2?
IF AC I , N > > 1 ? THEN 115?
IF AC I *N)< t THEN 1150
IF AC I , N ) <> INTC AC I # N ) ) THEN 1 1 50
-l THEN 119?
GO SUB 22 3?
30 TO 1 1 92
PRINT
— — 1 O i ’•YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE
INTEGER BETWEEN
« • * 4 •' *
PRINT "PLEASE TRY AGAIN . '’
GO TO i1 Cl c o
NEXT I
GE7PTR 7,K7
1212 IF S=R THEN 13 43
122? REWIND 5
123? MAT WRITE (5) A
1243 #
1253 # UPDATE PARAMETERS
1263 CLOSE 7
1273 OPEN 1,"PARAS"
1232 7=7+1
1292 IF 7<>? THEN 1333
1322 7 jK7 = 3
1313 5=5+1
1315 IF S=R THEN 1332
,
1322 W=1
1332 Y=2
134^ WRITE (1) Pj 3, Rj S> T, V.j K1, Y
1352 CLOSE 1
1362 IF 7< >3 THEN 1610
1393 #
1420 # CALCULATE GRAPH DATA
1410 MAT G=ZERCQ,10)
1422 X=(S-1) *Q*P
1430 SETPTR 5* X
1442 FGR 1 = 1 TOO
1453 FOR J=1 TOP
1463 READ C5> H
1470 G(I * H)= G(I> H ) + 1
1430 NEXT J
1490 NEXT I
1500 MAT WRITE (6) G
1510 CLOSE 5
1520 CLOSE 6
1530 »
1540 H RESET ”NUM" FILE AT END OF ROUND
1550 OPEN 2> "NUM"
1560 FOR I“2 TO P+1
1570 N<1/I)*0
.
J580 next I
I

1

AND

10
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*
f

£

\

1590
1 600
1635
1613
1623
1633
1643
1650
1660
1670
1630
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1742
1753
1760
1770
1730
1790
1300
1310
1320
•1330
18 4 0
1350
1360
1370
1330
1390
19 00

1910
19 20
2000
20 10
2020

2030
2040
2050
2063
20 70
2030
2090
2! 00
21 1 0
21 20
21 30
21 40
2150

mat write (2) n
CLOSE 2
#
OPEN 1,"POINTER"
MAT WRITE (1) P
CLOSE 1
GO TO 1870

’

,

iff

ERROR MESSAGES
PRINT "YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OP. NO.”
PRINT "PLEASE TRY AGAIN.”
GO TO 290
PRINT "YOUR ID NUMBER MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND’S’P
PRINT "IT WAS THE NUMBER ASSIGNED TO YOU IN ROUND 1. PLEASE”
PRINT "TRY AGAIN.”
GO TO 340
PRINT
PRINT "ROUND”;S+l;"IS NOT COMPLETED YET. PLEASE TRY AGAIN”
PRINT "AT A LATER TIME.”
OPEN 1,"PARAS”
Y=0
WRI TE ( 1 ) P, Q, R, S, T, V, X7, Y
CLOSE 1
'•
GO TO 9999
#

#

FINAL MESSAGES
PRINT
PRINT "THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING IN THIS EXPERIMENT.”
GO TO 1770
IF X+1< >R THEN 9999
PRINT
' ’
PRINT "THE RESULTS OF THIS FINAL ROUND WILL BE AVAILABLE”
PRINT "TO YOU AT ITS CONCLUSION.”
GO TO 9999
#
# COMMENTS INPUT
PRINT
PRINT "DO YOU HAVE ANY COMMENTS TO SUPPORT YOUR RESPONSE?”
IF I<>1 THEN 2070
PRINT "ALL COMMENTS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES. IF A"
PRINT "LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK (SPACE), A COMMA, AND’
PRINT "CARRIAGE RETURN. DO NOT USE COMMAS OTHERWISE."
INPUT JS
INPUT K$
INPUT LS
Z=0
GETPTR 7, K1
WRITE (7) Z, J $, KS, L S
P(Q *(N- 1 )+J-1,S+1)=KI
RETURN
#

»•'-a
.

lu.Jfc

. ..<» -.V

•« -

.
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2300
2310
2323
2330
2340
2350
2360
i 2370
233 0
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2453
2600
2613
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2630
2690
2700
2713
2723
2730
2740
27 50
2760
2770
273 0
27 90
23 0 0
23 1 0
23 1 5
23 20
23 30
'
23 40
• 23 50
23 60
28 70
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
30 40 •
I
.3042

,r -*rv*r

#

COMMENTS

T(*\r -

T‘*

OUTPUT-

PRINT ’’SIGNIFICANT COMMENTS
PRINT ’’WERE:”
PRINT
FOR K=J TO Q*P STEP Q
K1=PCK,S)
SETPTR 3 ,K1
READ (3) Z,JS,X$jL$
IF Z = 0 THEN 2430
PRINT JS
’
PRINT KS
PRINT L£
PRINT
NEXT K
RETURN

ON

THIS

T

QUESTION

FROM ROUND",* S,*

#

# COMMENTS FILES SELECTION
IF S=0 THEN 2700
ON S GO TO 2630,2650,2670,2690
OPEN 8, "COMRMDl ”
GO TO 2700
OPEN 8, "C0MRND2”
GO TO 2700
OPEN 8, "C0MRND3’’’
GO TO 2700
OPEN 3,"COMRND4”
ON S+l GO TO 2710,2730,2750,2770,2790
OPEN 7, "COMRNDl ”
GO TO 2300
OPEN 7, ’’C0MRND2"
GO TO 2300
OPEN 7, ’’C0MRND3”
GO TO 2300
OPEN 7, "COMRND4”
GO TO 2300
OPEN 7,”C0MRND5”
SETPTR 7,K7
RETURN
if

PRINT "ROUND”,* S,* ”1S NOT COMPLETED YET. PLEASE TRY AGAIN”
PRINT "AT A LATER TIME.”
GO TO 9999
PRINT "THE SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY BEING USED. PLEASE TRY AGAIN’
PRINT "AT A LATER TIME.”
STOP
ff

# PRESENTATION OF BAR GRAPH
PRINT "THE RESULTS OF ROUND"; SJ "FOR QUEST! ON"; J, "WERE AS
PRINT
FOR I 1=PT01STEP-1
IF I 1/2<>INTC11/2) THEN 308 0
PRINT USING 3045
IM>iiM>lwt.iiiw< aiiUi i n

FOL LOUS
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r

3045
3050
3060
3070
308 0
3035
3086
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3143
3153
3160
3170
3130
3135
31 90
3195
3200
3210
3223
3230
3240
9999

FIELD ( 1H )
PRINT USING 3060, II
FIELD C1H-,F4.0,” I ”)
GO TO 3090
PRINT
PRINT USING 3086
FIELD C1H-,4X,” I ")
FOR I 2=1 TO 10
IF G(J,12)<>ll THEN 3150
G(Jj I 2)=G(J, I 2)- 1
PRINT USING 3130
FIELD C1H-,3X,”X”)
GO TO 3170
PRINT USING 3160
FIELD ( 1H-, 4X )
NEXT 12
PRINT USING 3135
FIELD ( 1H+)
NEXT I 1
PRINT
PRINT "
PRINT "
23456789
RESPONSE”
PRINT ”
PRINT
RETURN
END

10
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Program STATUS:
vrTN

010
020
040
050
055
060
070
030
090
100

110
1 20
130
140
150
160
170
1S0
190
200
21 0

220
230
240
250
260
270
23 0
290
300
310
320
330
340
390
400
41 0
420
430
440
450
460
470
48 0
490
500
51 0
520
530i,

'

T* *

»>W;

* ,

t

MODERATORS ACCESS TO FILES
DIM AC 50,15),N<1, 16>,PC 150, 5)
OPEN 1, "PARAS"
READ (1) P, Q, R, S, T,V,X7, Y
W 1 =W
MAT A=ZER( Q*R, P)
MAT N=ZER(i,P+1)
MAT P=ZER(Q*P,R)
#
PRINT "THE FOLLOWING OPTIONS ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU:"
PRINT "
1 PARAMETERS AND CURRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENT"
PRINT "
2 QUESTIONS AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION"
PRINT "
3 CHANGES TO QUESTIONS AND/OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATI ON’
PRINT "
4 NAMES OF PARTICIPANTS"
PRINT "
5 NUMERICAL RESPONSES"
PRINT "
6 PREVIOUS ROUND 3AR GRAPHS"
PRINT "
7 COMMENTS REVIEW"
PRINT
IF W < > 1 THEN 250
PRINT "NOTE: ROUND"; s; "HAS BEEN COMPLETED. THE EXPERIMENT CAN-"
PRINT "
NOT CONTINUE UNTIL A SELECTION OF COMMENTS HAS"
PRINT " •
BEEN MADE FROM ROUND";S,*"TO BE PRESENTED IN"
PRINT "
ROUND";S+l;". TO DO THIS INPUT 7."
PRINT
PRINT "WHAT OPTION DO YOU WANT? INPUT THE APPLICABLE NUMBER"
PRINT "SHOWN ABOVE."
INPUT XI
IF X 1 < 1 THEN 320
IF XI>7 THEN 320
IF X1<>INTCX1) THEN 320
ON XI GO TO 400,600,300,1500,1300,2100,2300
PRINT "YOUR INPUT MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND 7."
PRINT "PLEASE TRY AGAIN."
GO TO 270
#

PRINT
PRINT "PARAMETERS AND CURRENT STATUS OF EXPERIMENT:"
PRINT "
TOTAL PARTICIPANTS:",*?
PRINT "
TOTAL QUESTIONS: ",*Q
PRINT "
TOTAL ROUNDS:",*?.
IF V=1 THEN 53 0
PRINT "
CURRENT ROUND:";S+l
IF S+l<>R THEN 540
PRINT "
(THIS IS THE FINAL ROUND. ) "
GO TO 543
IF S=R THEN 530
PRINT "
ROUND",* S; "COMPLETED"
GO TO 540
PRINT
__EX PER I MEN T_ COMPLETED^
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540
553
563
570
53 3
593
600
61 3
620
630
640
650
663
670
680
690
73 0
71 0
720
730
740
750
760
773
775
73 0
793
830
301
33 2
333
804
805
310
820
330
343
S50
360
870
830
390
900
91 0
923
933
940
950
960
970
93 0

i_990

IF W= 1

THEM

570'

•

PRINT "
PARTICIPANTS
GO TO 2330

COMPLETING

THIS

ROUND: "JT.

PRINT
GO TO

COMPLETING

THIS

ROUND:P

”
PARTICIPANTS
2830
/

#

PRINT "QUESTIONS AND ADDITIONAL
OPEN 2,"QUESTS”
PRINT
FOR 1=1 TO Q

INFORMATION:”

READ (2) BSC I ), CSC I >, DSC I >, ESC I ), FSC I ), GSC I >,H3C I ), I SC I )
PRINT "QUESTI ON”;I;”:”
PRINT ESC I)
PRINT CSC I)
PRINT DSC I )
PRINT
PRINT ”
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON QUESTION”;!;”:”
PRINT ESC I)
PRINT FSC.I)
PRINT GSC I)
PRINT HSCI)
PRINT I SCI)
PRINT
NEXT I
CLOSE 2
GO TO 2330
OPEN 2j"QUESTS”
FOR 1=1TOQ
READ C 2) BSC I ), CSC I >, DSC I ), ESC I >, FSC I ), GSC I ),HSC I ), I SC I )
NEXT I
REWIND 2
PRINT "QUESTIONS AND/OR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY 3E CHANGED.”
PRINT
PRINT "ALL QUESTIONS ARE ALLOWED THREE TELETYPE LINES. ADDI-”
PRINT ”TI ONAL INF0RMATI ON ON EACM QUESTION IS ALLOWED FIVE”
PRINT "TELETYPE LINES. IF A LINE IS NOT USED, ENTER A BLANK”
PRINT ”C SPACE)j A COMMA, AND CARRIAGE RETURN. DO NOT USE”
PRINT "CO MM AS 0 TH ERWIS E.”
PRINT
PRINT "DO YOU WISH A QUESTION CHANGED? ANSWER”
GO TO 910
PRINT "DO YOU WISH ANOTHER QUESTION CHANGED? ANSWER"
PRINT "EITHER YES OR NO.”
INPUT X2:A
IF X2=”N0” THEN 1130
IF X 2< >"YES” THEN 10 70
PRINT "WHICH QUESTION DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE? ANSWER BY”
PRINT "NUMBER."
INPUT X3
IF X3<1 THEN 1 100

1JT X3»Q THEM 1100.
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1000
1310

1020
d.\L
1030
1 3 40
1050
1360
1070
1080
1090
1103

1110
1 1 20
1 130
1 1 40
1150
1 1 60
1 1 73
1130
1190
1203

1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260

r 270

TW1 W*' VrT T‘

IF X3<>INTCX3) THEN 1100" '
PRINT "WHAT IS THE NEW QUESTI0N";X3;
INPUT ESCX3)
INPUT CSCX3)
INPUT DSCX3)
'
PRINT
GO TO 900
PRINT "YOUR ANSWER MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO. PLEASE"
PRINT "TRY AGAIN."
GO 70 920
PRINT "YOUR QUESTION NUMBER MUST 3E AN INTEGER BETWEEN"
PRINT "1 AND"JQ
GO TO 970
PRINT "DO YOU WISH ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CHANGED? ANSWER"
GO TO 1160
PRINT "DO YOU WISH MORE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CHANGED? ANSWER"
PRINT "EITHER YES OR NO."
INPUT X4:A
IF X4= "M0" THEN 1433
IF X4< >"YES” THEN 1343
PRINT "WHICH SET OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION DO YOU WISH"
PRINT "CHANGED? ANSWER BY NUMBER."
INPUT X5
IF X5<1 THEN 1370
IF X5>Q THEN 1370
IF X5< >INTCX5) THEN 1370
PRINT "WHAT IS THE NEW ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR QUESTI0N";X5;
INPUT ESCX5)
INPUT FSCX5)
INPUT GSCX5)
•
INPUT HSCX5)
INPUT ISCX5)
PRINT
GO TO 1150
PRINT "YOUR ANSWER MUST BE El TITER YES OR NO. PLEASE"
PRINT "TRY AGAIN."
'
GO TO 1170
PRINT "YOUR NUMBER MUST BE AN INTEGER BETWEEN 1 AND"J Q
GO TO 1220
FOR 1=1TOQ
WRITE C2> BSC I )> CSC I
DSC I )> ESC I
FSC I
GSC I ),H3C I ), I SC I )
NEXT I
CLOSE 2
GO TO 2330

123 3
1293
1300
1310
1323
1333
1340
1350
1363
1370
1330
1 400
1413
1423
1430
1440
T, •
,
'/* *
!
i
1 493 *
7
1530 OPEN 3.»"NAMES"
1510 IF S=0 THEN 1590
1520 IF W=1 THEN 1643
1530 PRINT "DO YOU WISH A LIST OF ALL PARTICIPANTS IN THE EXPERIMENT"
1543 PRINT "OR A LIST OF THOSE WHO HAVE PARTICIPATED SO FAR THIS"
1550 PRINT "ROUND? ANSWER EITHER ALL OR ROUND."
1560 INPUT X6:A
—
I m', i Wk

i.

•• - • ***■

1570
1530
1590
1600
1605
1610
1620
1633
1635
1 640
1660
1670
1630
1 690
1700
1710
1720
17 30
1740
17 50
1760
177 0
1 780
1790
1795
1300
13 05
18 1 0

13 20
13 30
1340
1350
1360
1380
1335
1890
1930
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1930
1990
2000

2010
2020
2030
2043
20 45

IF X6="ALL" THEN 1640
IF X6< >"ROUND" THEN 1770
OPEN 4, "NUM"
MAT READ C 4) N
• ^
PRINT
PRINT "PARTICIPANTS SO FAR IN' ROUND"; S+1
"
PRINT
\\
GO TO 1633
PRINT
PRINT "PARTICIPANTS IN EXPERIMENT:"
PRINT
MAT N=COMC1, P+1)
FOR 1 = 1 TOP
READ (3) UjV
IF NCI,1+1)=3 THEN 1733
PRINT "NAME";I;"IS: ";U:A;V:A
PRINT
NEXT I
CLOSE 4
CLOSE 3
GO TO 2330
PRINT "YOUR ANSWER MUST BE EITHER ALL OR'ROUND*
PRINT "TRY AGAIN."
GO TO 1560
,
OPEN 5*"ROUNDS"
PRINT
PRINT "NUMERICAL RESPONSES:"
PRINT
MAT READ C5> A
FOR 1=1 TO S+l-V
PRINT "ROUND";I
t f,
PRINT "--"
PARTICI PAN T NUMBER'
PRINT « 9
t» •
«9
J
PRINT
FOR J=1 TO P
PRINT USING 1 9 1 0, J
FIELD C1H-,F4.0)
NEXT J
PRINT
FOR J=Q*(I-1)+1 TO 1*0
PRINT USING 1960,J-Q*C1-1)
FI EL DC 1H-,"QUESTION ",F2.0,2X)
FOR K=1 TO P
PRINT USING 19 90,AC J,K)
FIELD C1H-,F4.0)
NEXT K
PRINT
NEXT J
PRINT
NEXT I
IF W= lv THEN 2070
■..

PLEASE

2050
2060
2070
2333
2090
2095
2103
2105
2110
21 1 5
2120
2125
2127
2125
2129
2130
2135

:

f
(•

PRINT ’'NOTE: A ZERO ENTRY SIGNIFIES THAT NO RESPONSE HAS”
PRINT ”
BEEN MADE YET.”
PRINT
CLOSE 5
GO TO 23 33
#
IF S< > 3 THEN 2125
PRINT "A BAR GRAPH IS NOT AVAILABLE UNTIL THE COMPLETION”
PRINT ”OF, AT LEAST, THE FIRST ROUND.”
PRINT
, (
GO TO 2330
OPEN 6, "GRAPH"
MAT G=ZERC Q, 10)
MAT READ (6) G
FOR J=1 TOO
PRINT "THE RESULTS OF ROUND”; S; "FOR QUESTI ON”,* JJ ”WERE AS FOLLO
PRINT

2140 FOR I1=PT01STEP-1
{

f

i
i

i

(■

t

;

L.

2145
2150
21 55
2160
2165
2170
2175
2130
2135
2190
2195
2200
2205
2210
2215
2223
22 25
2233
2235
2243
2245
2250
2255
2260
2265
2270
227 2
2275
2230
2300
2310
2320
2330
2343

IF 11/2< >INTC11/2) THEN 2175
PRINT USING 2155
FIELD C 1H )
PRINT USING 2165, II
.
*
FIELD <1H-,F4.0,” I”)
GO TO 2193
‘
PRINT
PRINT USING 2135
FIELD C1H-,4X,” I”)
FOR I 2= 1 TO 1 0
IF G(J, 12)<>li THEN 2223
GCJ,I2)=G(J,I2)-l
PRINT USING 2210
FIELD ( 1H- , 3X, "X" )
GO TO 2230
PRINT USING 2225
FIELD ( 1H-, 4X>
NEXT 12
PRINT USING 2240
FIELD (1H+)
NEXT II
■
.
PRINT
PRINT "
-----"
PRINT "
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
3
9
13”
PRINT ”
RESPONSE”
PRINT
NEXT J
GO TO 2330
#
OPEN 3,"POINTER"
MAT READ (3) P
CLOSE 3
IF V=0 THEN 2300
ON S GO TO. 2350, 2.3.I0*-2390,.24l 0j 2430.
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BV

F

2350
2360
2370
2330
2390
2400
2410
2420
2433
2440
2450
2463
2470
2430
2490
2503
2510
2523
2530
25 43
2550
2560
2570
253 0
2590
2600
2610
2620
26 30
2640
2650
2660
2670
263 3
2690
2700
27 13
2720
2730
2743
2750
2763
2770
273 3
273 5
2793
23 3 3
23 1 3
23 20
23 30
23 40
28 50

■«— r"^arrr* ■*. -

» *.

'•**>■*

OPEN 7«> "C0MRND1 "
GO 70 2440
OPEN 1, "COMRMD2"
GO TO 2443
OPEN • l-> "C0MRND3"
GO TO 2440
OPEN 1 j "C0MRND4"
GO TO 2440
OPEN 7, "C0MRND5"
PRINT
PRINT "COMMENTS MADE IN ROUND";S;"WERE:"
FOR 1=1 TO Q
PRINT
PRINT "QUESTION";I;":"
PRINT
FOR J=1 TO P
PRINT "
PARTI CIPANT";j;
K=P<Q*CJ-1> + I, S)
SETPTR 7,K
READ ( 7 > Z,J$,K$,L$
PRINT JS
(
PRINT K$
PRINT L $
PRINT
NEXT J
PRINT "PLEASE INDICATE WHETHER OR NOT YOU WANT EACH COMMENT"
PRINT "PRESENTED IN THE NEXT ROUND. ANSWER EITHER YES OR .NO."
REWIND 7
FOR J=1 TO P
PRINT "COMMENT";j;
INPUT X7:A
IF X7="NO" THEN 2773
IF X7< >"YES" THEN 2750
K=P(Q* C J- 1)+I,S)
SETPTR 1,7.
READ (7) Z,J$, K$,LS
Z= 1
SETPTR 7,K
WRITE (7) Z,J$,K$,LS
GO TO 2770
PRINT "YOUR RESPONSE MUST BE EITHER YES OR NO. PLEASE TRY AGAIN.
GO TO 2650
NEXT J
NEXT I
Wi =3

GO TO
PRINT
PRINT
CLOSE
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT

2320
"ROUND";S+l;"IS NOT COMPLETED YET. SELECTION
"OCCURS ONLY AT THE END OF A ROUND."
7

OF

COMMENTS"

"DO YOU WISH TO EXERCISE ANOTHER OPTION? ANSWER EITHER"
"YES OR NO."

. . . .
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28 60

iNPUT*"X87A

28 70
2380
2390
2900
2910
2920
2930
2940

IF X8 = ,,M0” THEN 29 20
IF xa< >"YES" THEN 2900
GO TO 250

9999

GO^TO

286^ ^3WER MUST BE YES

REWIND 1
WRITE Cl)
CLOSE 1
END
•
—i '.'S

V..

Pj

fV. .

Qj R, S, T, W1 , K7> Y

:■

-**■}■*•

^

. -A'J

OR NO.

PLEASE

TRY AGAIN."

J

